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FOREWORD 

This monograph reflects very little knowledge of ethical theories and 
analysis, but it does reflect a long-standing concern that ethics be 
taught more rigorously and formally to police officers and others whose 
vocations are concerned with criminal justice. It also reflects the 
recommendation of the Police Foundation's National Advisory Com
mission on Higher Education for Police Officers that "every police 
education program should include in its required curriculum a thorough 
consideration of the value choices and ethical dilemmas of police 
work" (Sherman, et at, 1978:89). Over the next several years, the 
Police Foundation will attempt to help make possible the implementa
tion of that recommendation by providing course materials and other 
resources. This essay, supported by the LEAA Office of Criminal 
Justice Education a;ld Training and the Joint Commission on Criminol
ogy and Criminal Justice Education and Standards, is the first of those 
planned resource materials. 

Many people have contributed to the discussion this monograph 
contains. Most important are Herman Goldstein, whose discussion of 
goal conflicts in police work (Goldstein, 1977) laid out the challenge 
for someone to address these issues; Daniel Callahan, Sissela Bok, and 
the other authors of the Hastings Center Project on the Teach ing of 
Ethi cs in Higher Education, from which I borrowed freq uently and 
unashamedly; Fredrick Elliston, my colleague at SUNY-Albany and 
the moral philosopher half our team-taught course and forthcoming 
book in police ethics; the many bright and articulate students in that 
course; and (not the least) my parents, Donald and Margaret Sherman, 
who tried their best to make me a moral person. I thank them all. 

Preceding page blank ' 
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THE NEED FOR ETHICS 

\' .'" 

Higher educational programs in criminology and criminal justice 
have largely neglected the systematic study of ethics. Although this 
lacuna is typical of higher education in general (Murchland, 1976), 
it is no longer true of professional education curricula in business, 
law, medicine, and other fields that have been forced by external 
events and internal conflicts to reexamine their ethical standards. 
Wh~ther or not one conceives of criminal justice as a field of pro
fessional education, there are ample reasons for the study of ethics 
to become a central part of .criminal justicf) and criminology cur
ricula at all levels and in all models of high(~r educational programs 
in this area. . 

This monograph considers the purpose and methods of studying 
ethics in criminology and criminal justice. It begins by examining the 
need for the study of ethics in this area, and discusses the various 
aims of fitting ethics into the curriculum.The bulk of the monograph 
then considers the analytic and practical issues arising from the 
question of how to fit ethics in. These issues include the scope of 
ethical problems in crime-related research, teaching, and action, 
the kinds of ethical theories and perspectives that might be brought to 
bear on those problems, the value of professional codes of ethics for 
teaching purposes, and the practical teaching issues that arise in 
teaching ethics. . 

In arguing the need for teaching ethics, this section first defines the 
terms and describes the historical patterns of the ethics curriclum in 
American higher education. The section then considers the reasons 
for and against more explicit teaching of ethics in criminology and 
criminal justice. 

WHAT IS ETHICS? 

There is a good deal of colloquial confusion about words describing, 
on the one hand, the actual judgements and rules that are made about 
what is right and wrong, good and bad, obligatory or not, and on the 
other hand, the study or analysis of those judgements and rules. 

Preceding page b\ank 7 
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Some people define the judgements as morals, and the process of 
reasoning and analysis underlying or criticizing morals as ethics. 
Given that distinction, the subject of this monograph can be defined 
as teaching the study and reasoning related to morals, and not the 
teaching of morality (Frankena, 1973:4; Hastings Center, 1980: 13). 
Ethics is, then, the philosophy of morals (or moral philosophy), 
and not a set of rules-as the commonplace "code of ethics" 
erroneously implies. Under this definition, the codes should be known 
as "codes of morals," or"rules of conduct," for it is doubtful that 
their. authors meant to establish a code for the study of moral 
questions. 

While some would take issue with this definition of ethics, there is 
more agreement about the different branches of ethics: descriptive 
ethi~s! meta-ethics, and normative ethics. Descriptive ethics is the 
empIrical study of ~uman morals and behavior by any discipline that 
addresses the question of how people do behave. Descriptive ethics is 
not ~ncerned with how p~ople ~hould behave. Although philosophers 
use It as a c.ategory to distingUish other branches of ethics from it 
des~riptiye ethics cl~arly embraces the whole of criminology as Selli~ 
~eflned It: the deSCription and explanation of rule making, rule break
InO. and rule enforcing. 

Meta-ethics is the study of the concepts and terms that underly 
reasoning about morals. It considers questions like "what is justice?" 
"~an value judgements or morals be justified at all?" "What is the 
difference between the moral and the non-moral?" While many phil
osophers are concerned with meta-ethical questions for their own 
sakes, answering these questions alsD orovides the means for resolving 
actual moral questions.. ' 

Normative ethics is the study of moral questions, or the reasoning 
process that leads to decisions about what is ri~ht or wrong and what 
ought to be done in particu lar situations. It is also concerned with those 
traits of character (in contrast to specific decisions and actions) that 
are worthy of praise or blame, and of the kinds of institutions and 
societies that are just or unjust. 
. A. newer category of ethi~s, °aPI?/ied ethics," might be called Cl dis

tinctive approach to normatlv.e ethics, rather than a subcategory of it. 
More sharpl y focused on making actual choi ces in moral conflicts than 
n.ormative ethics in general, "it draws on ethical theory, on moral prin
clples,.on the st~~y of .methods of choice to reach or to scrutinize 
mora~ Judgements (Hastings Center, 1980: 15). Appl ied ethics studies 
questions of both personal choice, such as whether someone should 
have an abortion, and collective, institutional, or social cho ice such as 
whether abortions should be subsidized by the state. ' 

A more ~raditi~nally kno~n category, professional ethics, is clearly 
part of applied ethics. Pr~fesslonal eth.ics is the philosophical study of 
b~t~ pe.rsonal and cc;>lIectlve .moral chOIces about conduct and problems 
arising I': work S(~ttlngs. While the occupations claiming the mantle of 
"profession" have a longer tradit}on of exam ini ng these questions, 
the t.erm has been used to deSCribe all work-related applied ethics 
(Hastings Center, 1980: 15). 
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}"his mon<?graph uses the term "ethics" as a shorthand for normative 
ethl~s. Its primary concern !S with applied, professional ethics, as the 
~ect.lon on the scc;pe of ethical problems in criminology and criminal 
Justice makes clear. 

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

. The past ~entury has witnessed the fall and rise of moral philosophy 
In the American college curriculum. Douglas Sloan (1980, quoted in 
Rosen and Caplan, 1980: 1) has described the lofty place ethics once 
held: ':Throughout most. of the 19th century thp. most important 
course In the colle.ge currlclum vyas moral philosophy, taught usually 
by. the college president and required of all senior students. The moral 
p.hllosophy course was regarded as the capstone of the curriculum. It 
aimed to pull ~oget~er, to integrate, and to give meaning and purpose 
to .the. student s en~lre college experience and course of study. In so 
d<?lng It even. more Im.p~~tantly s<?uQht to equip the graduating seniors 
with the e~hlcal sensitIvity and I~slght needed in order to put their 
newly acquIred kn<?wledge to use In ways that would benefit not only 
themselves and their own personal advancement but the larger society 
as welL" These courses conveyed a .sense. of shared values, and apparent
ly reflect~d a strongly affirmative view on Socrates' question of 
whether virtue can be taught. That is, in the predominantly religious 
colleges of the day, the teaching of moral philosophy appeared to have 
been a vehicle for the teaching of morals. . 

The fall of moral philosophy from its central place in the curriculum 
has been traced to several factors (Rosen and Caplan, 1980; Hastings 
Center, 1980) .. Pe~haps the mas~er trend was the specia lization and 
c0£!lpar~men~allzatlon 9f the cur~lcl:1lum, spurred by the rise of science 
ana social sc!ence, w~lch made It Impossible to unify the curriculum 
ar~und any 51,ngle subject or perspective. And just as scientists began to 
write for the.lr c9!leagues and not the. lay public, philosphers shifted 
from addressll1g Issues of general public II1terest to more difficult and 
complex questions of meta-ethics, which " came to constitute the 
mainstream of E ngilsh language ethics well into the 1960s. Rather 
than being thought of as 'soft', philosophy-as if to ape science-became 
one of the 'h:.ndest' and most speciaiized disciplines" (Rosen and 
Caplan.' 1980:3). The "h?rdness" no doubt helped to sdare away many 
pote:ntl?1 st.udents, .save 111 those few colleges where general education 
or distribution requirements forced them to take an ethics course. 

The social and academic changes of the 1970s brought at least some 
teaching of ethics out of the philosophy departments out of meta
ethic~f away from the~retical questions and toward' more applied 
questions. The new ethiCS courses are now placed nearer to (if not 
central to) the major public issues of the day. The full reasons for this 
tr.end are far from clear, but there are at !.east three likely candidates. 
First, the W~tergate, corporate bribery, and government intelligence 
~candals re:mll1d~d us tha~ many public and private leaders behave 
Imm.orally tr~ their wor~, WI.t~ h~rmful ~esults for the society. Second, 
the Increase 111 malpractice litigation agall1st doctors; engineers, teachers 
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and other professionals put the "ethics" (or morality) of those groups 
under the public spotiight as well. Third, the major shift of under
graduate enrollments (Carnegie Foundation, 1977: 103) into 
profesSional and preprofessional cou rses spurred many educators into 
finding ways to fuse the liberal arts into curriculums focused on specific 
careers. Thus the Hastings Center (1980:22) study found that an in
creasing number of courses and programs in ethics are aimed at pre
professional students. 

Given the diverse forces contributing to the rise of ethics courses, it 
is not surprising that the Hastings Center (1980:22) also found that 
the pressure to begin new ethics courses has come from many sources, 
including students, faculty, administrators and prefessional societies. 
What is surprising is that none of those sources appears to have done 
the same for criminology or criminal justice programs. While I have 
no recent survey of courses in our field to document this impression, 
the rese1rch done for tht:! National Advisory Commission on Higher 
Education for Police Officers in 1976-78 found no evidence of explicit 
teaching of ethics in those programs. Yet during the same period, 
applied and professional ethics courses in other fields were growing 
rapidly. 

Consider the contrast. Virtually every medical school and 80 percent 
of the nursing schoo:s offered at least some introduction to ethics 
by the mid-1970s (Clouser, 1980:45-46). The 64 percent of law 
schools offering legal ethics courses in 1958 grew to 85 percent of 
them requiring such courses by 1978, as well as a growth in teachers 
specializing in legal ethics and more scholarship on those issues (Kelly, 
1980). Other fields are less impressive, but they stiH show substa.ntial 
activity in ethics. Twenty-seven percent of journalism schools teach 
a specific course on professional ethics (Christians and Covert, 1980: 
11). Eighty percent of graduate business schools responding to a 
1978 survey reported offering special courses in "public policy," 
which generally includes business ethics (Powers and Vogel, 1980: 
31)' Almost twenty percent of the programs in public policy and 
public administration responding to a 1978 survey required a course 
in ethics (F leishman and Payne, 1980: 57). 

Criminology and criminal justice curriculums are not alone, however, 
in their apparent disregard of ethical issues. Less than ten percent of 
the engineering schools surveyed in 1975 taught "professionalism" 
{including ethics} as a separate course (Baum, 1980:22). And in the 
social sciences generally (including some criminology and criminal 
justice programs) no more than 15 courses on ethical issues are taught 
in the entire country (Warwick, 1980:2). 

Nor is the state of ethics teaching in professional education programs 
all that it could be. Many of the programs are "hampered by the lack 
of solid scholarly m.aterial, by a strong sense on the part of many 
faculty members of Inadequate preparation to teach courses in ethics 
and by the difficulty of getting students to take ethics courses as 
seriously as the more vocation-oriented courses." (Hastings Center, 
1980:26). Many of them seem to raise moral issues without ventur
ing on into ethical analysis. In business courses, for example, "ethics 
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regularly pop up as an issue of appropriate concern, but almost never 
as a method o.f analysis" (Powers and Vogel, 1980:31). 

Overall, the current state of ethics teaching in higher education is 
clearly a mixed picture. If it is better off than its relative obscurity 
for most of the century, it is still nowhere near widespread acceptance. 
The conclusions of the Hastings Center (1980:5-6) report are in
struct1ve: "Probably the majority of professional schools still offer 
nothing of a serious and systematic nature in ethics, and hundreds of 
undergraduate institutions-most of which stress the importance of 
ethics in the introductions to their catalogues-offer little in the way 
of ethics other than some traditional (and usually elective) depart
mental offerings in philosophy and religion ... At ~ome schools there is 
considerable enthusiam, while at others there is indifference or outright 
rejection." In general, The Hastings Center (1980: 2) found, "great 
enthusiasm is bewilderingly counterpoised against an equally great 
lack of interest." 

There are a few recent signs of interest in ethics in criminology and 
criminal justice. Under a grant from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities, Professor Michael Feldberg at Boston University has 
held several summer workshops on teachin~ ethics and other humanities 
in police academies and community college programs. The instructors 
participating ·in the workshop have returned to their institutions to fit 
the humanistic perspective in, although more often in the context of 
existing courses rather than through the creation of separate courses. 

More recently, a curriculum subcommittee of the John Jay College 
of Criminal Justice in New York, simultaneously the nation's largest 
crimina I justice prograrn and a college offaring majors in other fields, 
recommended that all John Jay students should be required to take a 
one-term course in introductory ethics (Strickland, 1980). John 
Jay's government and public administration majors are already required 
to take an ethics course from the college's philosophy department. 
The committee recommended that the "lntroduction to Ethics" 
course be described as follows: 

Do objective moral standards exist or is morality relative to culture 
or individuals? This course examines the principles that guide 
moral reasoning and argumentation. The main theories of ethical 
justification are analyzed, with application to such selected issues of 
social morality as punishment, civil disobedience, privacy and sexual 
behavior, war I racial and sexual equality, abortion, euthanasia, 
business integrity f and economic justice (Strickland, 1980). 
A more narrowly focused course on police ethics was offered in 

Spring 1980 at the SUNY-Albany Graduate School of Criminal 
Justice, team-taught by a sociologist of the police (myself) and a moral 
philosopher with two years of post-doctoral training in criminal justice 

. « 

issues (Fredrick Elliston). The course briefly introduced the tools of 
eth1cal analysis, and then applied them to a series of moral decisions 
commonly made by line police officers, managers and policymakers. 
The Hastings Center, with Professor William Heffernan of John Jay, is 
also organizi ng a conference on teaching pol ice ethics for late 1980 or 
early 1981. 
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Other scattered signs of interest in ethics teaching may be found 
elsewhere in criminology and criminu::1 justice. But the lack of interest 
is probably far greater. It may be safe to say that even where ethics is 
taught, it is only marginal to the curriculum (as at Albany, where 
there is almost no link between" ethics per se and any of the com
prehensive doctoral examinations, the central focus of the curriculum). 
I n most institutions, separate courses on criminal justice ethics are 
probably unknown, and the teaching of ethics in other courses is 
unlikely to be explicit in its use of formal philosophical tools. 

THE CASE FOR ETHICS 

As the recent attempts at Harvard and other colleges to define what 
it is to be an lIeducated person" have found, an ability to reflect on 
moral questions in a mature and thorough manner must be included in 
that definition. No matter whether one holds broad or narrow goals for 
higher education, few would deny t~e goal of inculcating good ci~i~en
ship. As the historical context of this argumen.t suggests, the sp~lallza
tion of higher education left most students Without any experience at 
coping with moral questions, and th~refore left them .I~s wei! pr.epared 
to be good citizens-or even to define what good citizenship IS. The 
teaching of ethics belongs in all higher education, if not all education 
in general, in order to insure our future as a democracy. 

This case is made more fully and more persuasively elsewhere (Has
tin'gs Center, 1980: 7-8). My primary arg~rl)ent is that th~ t.each.ing .of 
ethics may be even more important In Criminology and crlrl)lnal Justice 
curriculums, for two general reasons. The nature of th~ subJ~ct matter, 
and the nature of the vocations many students of thiS subject matter 
ultimately pursue. 

NATURE OF THE SUBJECT 

The study of lawmaking, breaking and enforcing* is first and fore
most the study of moral behavior. To study it empirically and scientifi
cally-to document, explain and predict the observed patterns of varia
tion in that behavior-is important, but that is not the only perspective 
that can or should be brought to bear on it. If students are to spend 
many days of their lives learning the correlates of juvenile deliquency, 
the history of the law of theft, or the effectiveness of police strategies 
to reduce robberies, they should have more than just a common-sense 
understanding of why these issues are important. 

The deviance schobl of criminology, especially in England, criticized 
traditional criminologists for taking it for granted that all laws were 
right, all crime was bad, and that crime and its responses should be 
studied sui generis rather than as part of the broader social processes of 
deviating from non-legal norms, rules, and conventions (Walton, 
Taylor and Young, 1973). The solution, at least for those who did not 
embrace a Marxist approach to criminology, was to abandon value 

.lI- I will leave the definitions of and differences between criminology and criminal 
justice to those more concerned with semantics and professional labels. 
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judgements about any kind of moral behavior and study it all without 
a view to correcting or changing it (see Reiman, 1979, for a philosoph
ical defense of that approach). But as citizens, we are all forced to 
make value judgements about moral behavior, and scholarly inquiry is 
needed to help us all make those judgements. 

A different solution to the problem of taking the law for granted, 
then, is to examine the law, crime, and enforcement critically from an 
ethical, and not just a scientific standpoint. Scientific criminologists 
have already looked at moral behavior empirically with a critical 
stance, showing whose interests are served by various laws (see, for 
example, Gusfield's [1963] study of prohibition). But they have not 
gone on to consider whether it is just or good for the law to serve those 
interests. Laws against theft clearly serve the rich more than the poor, 
but it is hard to find a current ethical theory that would justify burgla
ry, robbery or fraud. Criminology need not fear being "correctionalist" 
(Matza, 1969) in its goals (as opposed to its methods) as long as it has 
an adequate ethical analysis concluding that the behavior to be correct
ed is immoral. * 

The addition of moral philosophy to our current exclusively 
scientific approach to criminology would provide both scholarship and 
teaching with a more complete and richer understanding of the nature 
of th e subj ect matter. 

Not that both the philosophy and the science need to be done by the 
same scholars. There may even be good reasons, in the proper scientific 
"appreciation" or observation of crime, for those who use science to 
study crime to avoid explicit considerations of ethical questions about 
what they study. But as Gouldner (1962) has argued, social scientists 
already have values and cannot help dealing with the ethics of what 
they study, at least implicitly. Surely those criminologists who give 
explicit consideration to the ethics of the behavior they study scientif
ically cannot he said, a priori, to be any less scientific as a result. 

No matter what personnel arrangements are made for research and 
teaching, the subj ect matter of criminology will be incompletely 
taught unless ethics is brou~ht into the curriculum somewhere. A 
student of crime who has not thought about whether and when 
violence is right or wrong can hardly be said to have a thorough under
standing of the subject. 

Moreover, the nature of the su bj ect matter makes it al most impos
sible for ethics not to be brought into teaching. Since tec.~chers are 
probably already introducing their value judgements implicitly, the 
explicit teaching of ethics may be merely a change in approach rather 
than scope. 

* I was once accused by a hyper-scientistic graduate student of being unethical 
as a scientist for espousing this view. I suspect that the taxpayers who paid my 
salary did not mind their university criminologists taking an interest in reducing 
crime, although I would certainly defend a pure theoretician who was totally 
disinterested by the question. 
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NATURE OF STUDENT'S VOCATIONS 

Jus~ as the study of criminC?logy and criminal justice is the study of 
morality, those whose vocations lead them to the criminal justice 
system will confront constant moral decisions th"oughout their work 
life. These decisions are uniquely important. Two factors distinguish 
the moral decisions of criminal justice agents from those of business 
people, engineers, and doctors. First, criminal justice decisions are made 
on behalf of society as a whole, a collective moral judgement made in 
trust py.a single person. That wo~ld seem to entail a far greater re
sponslbl!lty tha.n ~hat other vocations are assigned. Second, the deci
Sions Criminal Justice agents make are not just incidentally but are 
primarily, moral decisions. An engineer designs a building that may 
or may nC?t ~ill people, but the decision is primarily a physical one 
and only inCidentally a moral one. When a police officer decides to 
arrest someone who has disturbed a neighborhood late at night and 
when a judge decides to let that person out on a suspended sent~nce, 
the decisions are primarily moral ones (is it right to punish this person?) 
and only incidentally physical ones. 

All those who wield power in any setting must come to grips with 
what William Ker M ul r, Jr. (1977) calls lithe moral ity of coercion," 
the use of harm against some people to prevent even greater harm 
against themselves or others. Parents punish childern, managers fire 
incompetent employees, professors fail students who do not turn in 
papers. But agents of the criminal justice system use far greater coer
cion than any other people. Doctors and engineers may make decisions 
determining the I ife or death of many people, but only a criminal 
justice agent is expected to cause intentionally the death of healthy 
people on behalf of society, or to deprive people of their liberty for 
extended periods of time. Philosophical analyses of the moral ity of 
coercion may vary I ittle in the abstract from punishing children to 
capital punishment, but the emotional impact of the decision to punish 
(or n~t) on those who must do it is probabl y greater when the punish
men t IS more severe. 

Not all students in criminology and criminal justice programs will 
make decisions about severe coercion. Many will never be employed 
in criminal justice, while others will only ho Id staff jobs well removed 
from the business of making moral judgements about and coercing 
citizens. Even big city police officers on patrol will only fire thei r 
guns at other people, on average, once every ten to twenty years 
(Sherman and Blumberg, 1979). But as long as criminology and crim
inal justice programs remain the central academic preparation for 
criminal justice agents (Sherman, et aI, 1978), we are obliged as educa
tors to prepare our students for the moral dilemmas of criminal justice. 

The need for ethics can easily be written off as an impractical pro
posal at a time in which the en~ire future of crime-related teaching is 
In doubt. Sharp enrollment declines have been reported in several well
kno~n programs, and mor~ declines can be expected with the virtually 
certain end of federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) "block gran~s" fqr state and local criminal justice activities. 
The end of that funding Will put thousands of graduates of criminology 
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~md criminal justice programs out of work. Combined with the cutbacks 
In pol ice and other criminal justice employment in many parts of the 
country, the LEAA cuts will make criminal justice even less attractive 
as a vocation, possibly depressing enrollments even more than would be 
predicted from the declining numbers of people at the traditional 
college-going age. Finally, the lack of new funds for the federal Law 
Enforcement Educ~tion Prog~al}1 (LE EP), which once supported almost 
9p,OqO. stugents wl~h $40 million a year, may cause even more finan
Cial dlflcultles for crime-related higher education. 

These practical problems suggest several reasons not to introduce 
ethics. A faculty without a moral phi losopher may not be able to hire 
one under these conditions, and borrowing a professor from the phi
losophy department will only help philosophy's financial situation at 
the expense of criminology or criminal justice. Existing scientific 
or practitioner faculty cannot be spared to be trained in moral phi
losophy. I nsufficent teaching materia Is are available to satisfy the 
students. Students may refuse to major in the program if ethics is 
required, and may only ignore it if it is elective. 

All of these objections may be true. Some of them might be over
come. None of them is morally compelling in relation to the need 
for ethics teaching. That is, while these may be difficuL~ practical 
problems, none of them is a persuasive ethical justification for not 
teaching ethics. Even so, this monograph will address those and other 
practical problems to make it as easy as possible to fit ethics into 
the curriculum. 
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THE AIMS OF ETHICS 

Even among those who accept the need for the teaching of ethics, 
there is much debate over what the specific gOals of that teaching 
should be. At the height of the Watergate scandal, the news media 
gave considerable attention to the fact that presidential aide Jeb Stuart 
Magruder had studied ethics in college with the Reverend William 
Sloane Coffin, Jr., then the Chaplain of Yale University. The impli
cation was that Coffin had failed as a teacher because Magruder had 
admittedly offended against law and morals in order to secure his 
position in the White House. What good is ethics teaching if it cannot 
make people be moral? 

Most ethics educators reject the goal of making people moral as 
naive and unrealistic. The forces shaping individual behavior as crimi
nologists well know, are mUltiple and complex, and are not likely to 
be substantially altered by a one-semester course on how to think 
about moral problems. The goals I would suggest are less ambitious but 
no less important, for they may still affect the kind of person the 
college graduate becomes. Five of them are taken from the Hastings 
C~nter (1980:,47-52) report, which applies to all teaching of ethics in 
higher education. The other three goals are more spEcifically tailored 
to teaching ethics in criminology and criminal justice. 

The Hastings Center project concluded that "the primary purpose 
of courses in ethics ought to be to provide students with those concepts 
and a na.lyticaI skills that will enable them to grapple with broad ethical 
theory In attempting to resolve both personal and professional dilem
mas, as well as to reflect on the moral issues facing the larger society." 
They elaborated on this purpose with four specific goals: 
1. Stimulating the Moral Imagination 

At its best! ~thics take.s moral judgement beyond emotions and into 
~reful. cogllltive reasoning. But an emotional sensitivity to ethical 
ISSU,es IS needed to supply the ener~y fo,r the c~gnitive reasoning. As 
Fleishman and Payne (1980: 11) put It, thiS goal IS to raise the "level of 
moral anxiety':' Stimulating materials like novels, movies, and students' 
per~ona,1 experiences can be rt:l0re effective at arousing emotions over 
ethical Issues than standard philosophical texts. But the aoal must be to 
direct ~h~ em9tional, energy toward cognitive efforts: discovering 
contradictions I none s own moral views, understanding how other 
Reople's moral reasoning aff~ts their lives, seeing the hidden assump
tions that seem to lead to Immoral concl usions. Most important, it 
sho~ld be channeled to learning that thei r initial emotional reaction to 
an I ssue may not be wh at they later concl u de. 
2. Recognizing Ethical Issues 

~inneap<?li~ police chief Anthony V, ~ouza (1977) has argued that 
police ad~lnlstrators generally only ask how to get things done and 
ge~er~lIy d!sregard questions 9f w~ether it is right to do them. Certain
ly I~ IS ea.sler to go th~ough IIf.e without raising ethical questions con
cernl ng Widespread SOCial practices. The recognition of ethical issues in 
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war, food, and even motherhood over th e past fifteen years has been 
the source of major social conflicts, and many public officials may wish 
that there was less recognition of ethical issues. Once students' moral 
imaginations have been stimul ated, however, they should be given 
opportunities to reco~nize moral issues in technical problems that they 
have never considered before. As the technology and social relations of 
our society keep changing, this skill will become even more important 
in the future. 

3. Developing Analytical Skills 
The tools of ethical analysis are concepts, principles, and prescriptive 

moral judgements. Concepts like "justice," "liberty," and "good;" 
principles like "act as to treat humanity ... in every case as an end and 
never merely as a means;" and moral judgements like "capital punish
ment is wrong" are all central to moral reasoning. So are the ethical 
theories and frameworks for analysis that various phi losophers have 
developed over the centuries, some of which have been widely rejected 
but some of which have been kept in use. All of these tools, if used 
properly, force a student to maintain coherence and consistency of 

- thought. Without these tools and a solid grasp of their proper use, 
ethical reasoning is unlikely to pass beyond the level of dormitory or 
locker-room "bull sessions." 

4. Eliciting a Sense of Moral Obligation and Personal ResponsiiJilil:Y 
This goal consists of showing a student why he or she ought to be 

moral, and showing what it means to take ethics seriously. The concept 
of personal responsibility is a foundation for this discourse, since 
individuals must be presumed to have the freedom to make moral 
choices if they are to take ethics seriously. 

5. Tolerating and Resisting Disagreement and Ambiguity 
This goal recognizes that disagreements will always occur, and 

that most moral issues are ambiguous rather than clear cut. Students 
should be encouraged to understand and accept that, especially in a 
society that has made a collective moral judgement in favor of freedom 
of speech and thought. At the same timet they should learn to resist 
it, since they must come to decisions on their own. Indeed, one aspect 
of this goal is for students to be able to dispense with the need of a 
teacher to be able to handle moral issues. 

In addition to these general goals suggested by the Hastings Center 
report, I would suggest three goals specifically for crime-related higher 
education: 

6. Understanding the Moral ity of Coercion 
The busi ness of criminal justice is forcing people to do ~hat they do 

not want to do, on pain of physical harm or death. The full moral and 
social consequences of that task never dawn on some people until 
after they have become criminal justice agents, and the result can be a 
substantial IIrea lity shock" (Westley, 1970). Muir (1977) has suggested 
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that the ability to understand and accept coercion as tragically nec~s
sary and moral can make a substantial difference. in how well polIce 
officers perform thei~ jl- :)s. I t is not clear, a9?ln, wheth~r a 0!le
semester course can change what may be a. basIc pers~maltty tralt
the moral attitude towards the use of coercIon-but thIS goal may at 
least help people make better ch?ices a~out th~ir voca.tions. Whether or 
not one actually exercises coerCIon, thl~ g~al I~ al~o Important for the 
study of crime and punishment .. The .crtmlnal Jus~lce agent only makes 
decisions within the range of dIscretIon our socIety allows .. AII of us 
share the responsibility for setting that range of dIscretIon. 

7. Integrating Technical and Moral Competence. . 
For those students who do go on to action, teaching, or research In 

criminal justice or criminology, the teaching of et~ics ~hould. help 
them form the habit of considering moral and technIcal Issues SImul
taneously. The police officer should be able to shoot both accurately 
and morally, quickly processing the information about a given situation 
in terms of moral principles that he or she has already thought about. 
The judge should be able to predict the consequences of a sentence for 
both the defendant and the community at the same time that he 
considers the equity of the sentence in relation to sentences the judge 
has given to like offenders for like offenses. The researcher should be 
able to consider simultaneously the methodological strength of a 
random-assignment experimental research design and the moral im
plications of systematically giving some people and not others what 
may be a benefit or a harm. 

8. Becoming Familiar with the Full Range of Moral Issues in Crim
inology and Criminal Justice 

Previous goals included teaching students to recognize ethical issues 
and to be able to dispense with the teacher. Both of those goals c~uld 
make this one superfluous, assuming they w,ere always.fully re?I.lzed. 
Since uniform success is unlikely, however, thIS goal provIdes addItIonal 
insurance that students will both recognize the issues and understand 
the moral arguments surrounding current practices in crimir:tal just,ice 
and criminological research. As Section I V shows, there IS a WIde 
range of ethical issues in criminal justice, from affirmative action to 
lying, that require thougrltful re'flection by those who. confront them. 
As long as higher educatIon programs are already specIally focused on 
the problems of criminal justice, the ethical dimensions of those prob
lems should be given equal (if not greater) weight than their technical 
aspects. 

These eight goals could be !~~beled as substantive in nature, as distinct 
from the procedural goals, the means to achieve the substantive goals. I 
raise this potnt only because there are three procedural goals widely 
used under the rubric of ethics (Hastings Center, 1980: 12) that are 
not appropriate' for the substantive goals I have described. These 
procedures, or approaches, are known as values clarification, values 
inquiry and analysis, and moral development. 
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Values clarification is a movement found in both academic and 
non-academic settings that tries to foster persor}al growth through 
increased self-awareness (Simon, Howe and Kirschenbaum, 1972). 
Its method is to help people identify and specify their personal values 
and to find a way of rank-ordering those values. The focus of the ap
proach seems to .be on the self, rather than on moral decisions. 

Values inquiry and analysis is a method ot understanding human 
situations through the values that motivate human choice and decision. 
It is more a method of interpreting human behavior than a tool for 
either personal growth or discerning right from wrong. 

Moral development attempts to use education as a means of en
couraging natural growth th rough the patterned stages of cognitive 
moral reasoning hypothesized by Jean Piaget and Lawrence Kohlberg. 
Koh lberg (1977), for example, posits six stages of moral reasoning, 
from simple obedience to rules in the face of a threat of punishment 
to al) orientation to being seen as a "good boy or girl," to a contrac~ 
tual, legalistic orientation, to the highest and most mature stage of 
moral reasoning: the orientation to conscience or principle. Since 
each student can be classified according to his or her stage of moral 
development through standardized tests, courses are often taught and 
evaluated with the ex pi icit goal of raising the student's developmental 
stage. There is some empirical evidence that active participation in 
moral discussion, guided by a skilled teacher, does increase the mea
sured moral development stage. 

None of these approaches, or procedural goals, is appropriate for 
the substantive goals suggested earlier, since none of them show how to 
answer what Frankena (1973: 12) calls lithe primary question" of 
normative ethics: "How mayor should we decide or determine what is 
morally right for a certain agent (oneself or another, possibly a group 
or a whole society) to do, or what he morally ought to do, in a certain 
situation?" The procedural goal for normative ethics is simply to have 
stud ents understand and deal with those ki ncI s of questions in as 
rational and coherent a manner possible. 
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FITTI NG ETHICS IN 

Granting both the need for et~ics and. t~e specific ~irl)s of et~ics 
teaching, how can and sho~ld. ethl.cs ~e fit Into ~he eXlst.lng CUrriCU
lums in cri minology and criminal Justice? Assur:r"ng ~ha~ It ~hould be 
done well if it is to be done at all, the way to fit ethiCS m Will depend 
on the critera one establishes for doing it well. Three criteria come to 
mind. 

CRITERIA FOR FITTING ETHICS IN 

The first criterion is that ethics should be fit in so that it is accorded 
serious treatment in the curriculum. There is a widespread fear amon.g 
faculty members that ethics courses outside of departments of ~hl
losophy and religion is "part of the broad trend toward the softening 
or evasion of academic standards" (Hastings Center, 1980: 76-77). 
And in law schools as one example, a 1975-76 school year survey of 
1 300 law students 'found that they see their required ethics cC?urses 
as being weak: "the ethics course in law schools has low esteem In the 
curricu lum hierarchy; it is perceived by students to ~e less va.luable, 
to require less time and effort, and to be worse taught In ~ompan~on .to 
most other law school courses" (Kelly, 1980: 2-3, reporting on Pipkin, 
1979). Ironically, a 1977 survey of legal ethics tea~hers (also reported 
in Kelly) found no concern about student att;ltudes towards ~he 
ethics courses which underlines the danger of ethiCS courses becoming 
"guts" without the faculty cO.ncerned knowing it .. The res~lt may be 
not just a failure to accomplish the goals of et~lcs teachrng, but as 
Pipkin concluded from his law students survey! It. may even c<?nvey 
the message that ethics is unimportant. If the institution teaching It 
doesn't take it seriously, why should the students? 

The second criterion is that ethics in criminal justice should be 
taught explicity as ethics, ~nd not as law, p~bli~ policy, or some oth~r 
approach to making value Judgements. Constitutional argum~nt~ are, In 
one sense debates withi n the ethi cal framework of the constitutIon and 
prior Supreme Court ca~es. Publi~ pol.i~y analysis is premis~ on some 
conception of the publiC good, ImpliCitly uSIn.g some ethical sc~eme 
(such as rule-utilitarianism) as w,ell as. ext~n~lve :fact.ual analYSIS to 
arrive at conclusions. Many moral Issues In Criminal Justice are currently 
taught with one or both of these perspectives. ~~t both ~epend on 
moral philosophy, and both are essentlal.ly modified or boiled down 
versions of ethical argument. Studen~s Will ~nderstand . both pers~c
tives better by understanding the philosoph I.cal foundations on whl~h 
they are built. They will also have a cl.earer plct~re of the role o:f ethiCS 
when they discover that legal and ethical analYSIS can lead to different 
and contrad ictory results. Capital punishment, for example, can. be 
both constitutional (according to the Supreme Court) and unethical 
(according to a Kantian analysis). 

It follows that the third criterion must be the competent teaching 
of ethics by those who are trained (or have trained themselves wel.1) 
in moral philosophy. Un.less the instructor. (or at lea~t one partner In 
a team-teaching effort) IS well grounded In the varrous frameworks 
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of moral philosophy - as well as knowledgeable about the concrete 
problems of criminal justice - then the ethics teaching can be neither 
serious nor explicit. The lack of competent teaching, for example, 
may explain the low esteem in which law students hold their ethics 
courses. Kelly (1980:27), noting that most legal ethics teachers 
have less than two years teaching experience in the area suggested 
that "the course, like the queen of spades, may be passed arouna 
among the faculty with some degree of regularity, and could be con
strued as some support for Pipkin's [1979] conclusion that, at least 
at a number of schools, the course is poorly taught." It is unlikely 
that teachers newly assigned to teach an ethics course in any profes
sional field will be well enough grounded in moral philosophy to 
teach ethics explicity, with a dangerously loose and "soft" approach 
to the teaching as a result. 

TWO MODELS: PERVASIVE OR SEPARATE 

The three criteria can be used to make several choices about how 
to fit ethics into the curriculum. The most obvious and basic choice 
is whether to teach ethics in a seperate course designed for that pur
pose or to weave it into all aspects and courses of the curriculum. The 
latter approach has been described as the "pervasive" model of teaching 
ethics. There are merits to both approaches, especially in criminology 
and criminal justice. Ethical issues can be identified in almost any 
subject or course, but no explicit grounding in ethical tools is usually 
offered. 

The major problem with the pervasive method is that in the collegial 
governance system of a faculty it is more dificult to make each pro
fessor consider ethics in his or her courses than it is to have one pro
fessor specialize in ethics. It would also be difficult to train every 
professor to handle ethical questions competently. At best, the per
vasive method can raise ethics as a concern, but it is doubtful that 
it can use ethics as effectively as a method of analysis in a wide range of 
courses. Time alone would not permit the introduction of the tools of 
ethical analysis in addition to covering the material from both scientific 
and ethical perspectives. 

Moreover, consider the argument in the Hastings Center (1980: 75) 
report against the pervasive model: "The training of most professionals 
gives them no systematic background in ethics, much less enough of a 
background to allow them to handle ethical issues as competently as 
they handle issues in their own professional fields. There is no reason 
to expect that most professors would care to give a significant segment 
of their courses to the ethical problems of their disciplines. Most have 
heavy enough responsibilities as it is. With the 'pervasive method,' 
students do not bring up many issues, and actually devote little time to 
discussing those that do come up. Perhaps most important, the diffu
sion of ad hoc ethical analysis among a wide variety of courses deprives 
students of the opportunity to focLls systematically on ethical problems 
for their own sake, and also of a context for giving them a coherent 
means of developing broader views on the nature of ethics. For all 
these reasons, we think students should have at least one well-organiz-
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ed, reasonably long course in ethics at both the undergradua:e and the 
professional school level." [Emphasis added] . 

On the other hand, merely offering a separate course on ethics, 
especially if it is not well taught or not taught by a respected teacher, 
might foster the view of the role of ethics as marginal in the curriculum. 
Just as staff units in planning, discipline and crime analysis in pol ice 
agenci es have encouraged precinct captai ns to think they had no 
responsibi lity to plan, discipline or analyze, a seperate course in ethics 
might reinforce the current rigid separation of ethical and scientific 
questions. And in the more prestigious departments, there is no quest
ion that the separation is highly unequal in favor of science. If ethics 
wer€ given an important role through the pervasive method in the 
major courses of the curriculum (such as introduction to criminal 
justice), then it may be more likely to be accorded serious treatment. 

To summarize: the pervasive method is more likely to afford ethics 
serious treatment but less likely to do so explicity and competently; 
the seperate cou rse could be expl icitly and competently taught, but 
with an unknown risk of not being taken seriously. Under the current 
conditions in most criminology and criminal justice programs, it seems 
surer and safer to use the separate course as the starting point. If the 
pervasive approach can be developed-a fearsome challenge for any 
academic administrator-then all the better. The separate course would 
provide a foundation for the pervasive approach, sparing other courses 
the need for grounding students in analytical tools-still assuming, of 
course, that the faculty in other courses have a strong grasp of the 
tools themselves. That would take a long time to accomplish even with 
their full cooperation, which seems unlikely. 

In those departments or programs in which separate coL;./(ses can not 
be or are not implemented, the pervasive model might be better than 
nothing, still assuming that whatever teaching of ethics that gets done is 
serious, explicit and competent. Given the three criteria, it is probably 
better not to teach ethics at all-explicitly or not-if it cannot be done 
seriously and competently. 

ADAPTING ETHICS TO THE CURRICULUM 

The practical problems of fitting ethics in will vary accordinq to 
several factors, including the type of institution the department is in, 
the type of students it serves, the background and qualifications of the 
'faculty, and the degree of external influence on the department exer
cised by criminal justice agencies and other external forces. The full 
range of problems is beyond the scope of this discussion but one 
factor affecting the practical problems should be given ca~eful con
sideration: the nature of the curriculum. 

There are at least three undergraduate and two graduate models of 
the curriculum in criminology and criminal justice. At the under
graduate level! there is the interdisciplinary social science or liberal 
arts model, a professional model, (similar to journalism schools) and a 
para-professional model found primarily in two year associates' degree 
progra~s (Sher~an et aI, 1978). At the graduate level there is the 
profesSionally oriented M.A. and the research and teachi ng' oriented 
Ph.D. 
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LIBERAL ARTS MODEL 

h The I!beral arts mode~ offers the least difficulty in fitting ethics into 
t e c~rn~ulum. TwC? ~PtIO,!S ~re open for establishing a separate course. 
One: IS Simply requln~g cnm.lnology or criminal justice majors to take 
an Intr~ductory applied. ethl~s course in the philosophy department, 
much like t,he one descnbe~ In the John Jay College committee report 
quo~~~ ea,rller. Anoth~r option ,would be to have a professor (or team) 
~ualltled In both ethiCS and cnme studies to create a new courSE; that 
I:~:.r;od~ces stud~nts to bot~ .the tools of ethica I ana lysis (perhaps 
1III,.IUding a reading O! the: orlgl~al te,xt~ of the major ethical theorists) 
and the scope of e~hlca,1 Issues In crlml~ol~y an~ criminal justice. As 
long as the,cou~se IS gOing to apply ethical theones to practical moral 
problems.' It mlgh~ as well consider crime-related issues instead of 
euthanaSia or abortion. The one drawback to this second option may be 
that ther~ are f~"Y c~ur~e ~ate~ial~ available that integrate ethical 
theory With speCifiC cnmlnal justice Issues (other than capital punish
ment). 

PROFESSIONAL MODEL 

This curricul~~ ,may be mo~e. restrictive than the liberal arts model 
abou~ the POSSibility of reqUlrlnQ a general introduction to ethics, 
Adfl! Ittedly, Joh,n Jay Colle~e, which was once described by its Vice 
preslde'!t as haVing a profeSSion al education, model for at leGIst part of 
ItS c~rr!culum (Reppe~t~, 19?9)~ may require a general ethics course, 
but It IS t,he ~nly cnml~al justice or criminology "programfl in the 
country With ItS ow~ phllosop~y department (although some depart
ments do have ,th~lr C?wn. philosophers). If the professional model 
undergraduate Criminal justice programs were to follow the lead of the 
oth~r undergraduate professionai curriculums, such as journalism and 
buslnes~, they would have (or hire) their own faculty members to teach 
an e~hlcs ~ou rse . e~pres~ly ,tailored to the problems of professional 
practice .. Slnce Criminal )ustlce.pr~grams ~su?lIy try to prepare people 
for a variety of profesSions Within the Criminal justice system such a 
course, should c<?~er the full scope of ethical problems of both' line or 
~peratlonal deCISion-makers and managers, (possibly excluding the 
I~sues of res,earch and teaching-see Section I V). Judging by the Has
~lngs Center s reports on the experience of those other fields however 
It may be more. e:ffective ,to build in someone from the philosophy 
department on a jOint appointment. * 

PARAPROFESSIONAL MODEL 

In ~ot~ th~ li~eral art~ and professional models of the crimonology 
and Criminal j ustl<?e curriculums there should be little question raised 
about the appropriateness of a separate course'on ethics. Ethics is both 

*The problem of teaching qualifications is given further consideration in Section 
VII. 
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a liberal art and a subject common to the curriculum of many profes
sional schools. I n the paraprofessional model, however, one is least 
likely to find a warm reception to a course on ethics. Ethics courses at 
that level are certainly not unknown; the Hastings Center Project, for 
example, found a course on secretarial ethics. But the time available for 
course work on any subject is short in a two-year curriculum, and 
student interest in a separate ethics course may be lacking or even 
hostile if it takes away time from more technical instruction on how to 
do criminal justice work. 

There is some debate over whether criminal justice should be taught 
in this kind of curriculum at all. The Police Foundation's National 
Advisory Commission on Higher Education for Police Officers (Sher
man,et aI, 1978: 7) recommended that community colleges should 
phase out thei r terminal two year degree programs in police education. 
Nonetheless perhaps half of the total college instruction in criminal 
justice (and such related fields as police science and technology) occurs 
in the para-professional .model curriculums. For many students, it may 
be their only opportunity to be exposed to ethical analysis of work 
issues in criminal justice practice. 

Weaving ethics into other courses in the curriculum may make the 
most sense in this curricular model. The introductory course would be 
a particularly good opportunity to show students the relevance of 
e1hics to. mo~t tech':lical aspects of criminal justice, ~nd how to recog
nize ethical Issues In other courses. It would be Impossible to give 
students a thorough grounding in the tools of ethical analysis in this 
context, but some introduction to moral reasoning could be offered. 
If done well, the ethical portion of an introductory course could even 
stir.nl}1 ate. more ,discussion of ethical issues in other courses. Only some 
training In ethiCS for the professor offering the introductory course 
wou Id be required to fit ethics into the curricu lum in this manner. 

PROFESSIONAL MASTER'S CURRICULUMS 

Here again time is short, in both the one-year (the most common) 
and two-year versions of this curriculum. But at the graduate level some 
exposure to ethics seems all the more compelling, especially since most 
graduate students are unlikely to have had any previous teaching in 
that area. A separate course, even for only two credits, would seem 
well worth sacrificing some technical course for. Although a graduate 
faculty may be more capable of adopting the pervasive method, they 
are probably no more willing (perhaps less so) than undergraduate 
faculty. And at that level, the students can have no legitimate com
plai nt about having to read the com prehensive material s on ethics 
appropriate for a special course. The danger of students not taking 
ethics seriously would be lessened if it were built into some final re
quirement of the degree program, such as a comprehensive examination 
or an M.A. essay. Some medical schools, for examjJle require students 
to devote a one month "clerkship" in medical practice'to the study of a 
particu lar issue in medical ethics. 

Man y of these programs are focused on management rather than 
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ope,rations. Where that is the case it may seem more appropriate for 
ethics co~rses ~o focus on .moral issues in management to the exclusion 
of operatlo~~1 Iss~es. But If managers are to manage well, they should 
also be fam!liar with the moral problems their subordinates face. While 
the emRhasls m.ax be placed on the managerial decisions, the students 
do or will face, It IS reasonable to assume that this will also be their first 
and on Iy opportunity to consider operational level moral issues. 

Ph.D. PROG RAMS 

H.ere li~s the greatest opportunity for using the resources of a uni- . 
verslty philosophy department. All doctoral students could be required 
(or encouraged) to take an introductory normative ethics course. In 
addi~lon, a. faculty memb~r in the doctoral program could offer an 
applied. ethiCS course covering the full scope of action, teaching and re
search ISSUes in criminology and criminal justice. Since the nature of 
the CC?ursework re~uired in these doctoral programs beyond the first 
year IS usually qUite flexible, there should be little practical difficulty 
with fitting an ethics requirement in. 

Not that there w~uld ~e total agreemer"!t. Some faculty might object 
that students are being diverted from their advanced courses. Admini
strat~rs might. ~bject th~t an et~ics requi,remer"!t might hurt the pro
gram s competitive edge In what IS now a field With strong competition 
for good doctoral students. Both might find that doctoral students who 
have taken ethics are more interesting to work with and better rounded 
scholars, a':ld.that the ethics requirement could be used as a recruiting 
advantage If rt were presented properly. I n any case, doctoral programs 
wou Id have the fewest resource problems and the most flexibility in 
fitting ethics in. . 

Moreover, doctoral programs are the logical starting poi nt for bring
ing ethics into the curriculum on other levels. Once faculty members 
have been trained in ethics in their doctoral programs the resource 
di~ficulties with offering ethics in master's and undergraduate programs 
Will be overcome. 

TIMING 

In all these models the question of timing may be very important. 
The delay of eth ics teaching in law schools until the third year (Kelley 
1980) seems to contribute to the lack of seriousness accorded those 
courses. Students are generally the most enthusiastic and openminded 
if not the most s~phistic:at~d, in the first year of a program, no matte~ 
what the level. With a difficult or non-traditional course like ethics it 
may make sense to capitalize on that freshness and enthusiam and offer 
ethics during the first term of a program. One medical school even 
capitalizes on both freshness and sophistication by requiring a week
long introduction to m~ical' eth~cs the first year, segments of other 
~ours~s allocated to. ethiCS I~ter !n the first and second years, and an 
intensive (but elective) seminar In the .fourth year (Hastings Center, 
1980:73). Each program may have different temporal patterns of 
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student interest, but whatever they are they should be considered In 
placing ethics in the curriculum schedule. 

SCOPE OF AGENCY COVE RAGE 

Criminology and criminal justice curriculums also vary according to 
their substantive scope of coverage. Some are concerned primarily 
with police, some with corrections, some with the entire criminal 
justice system but not with the separate components of the criminal 
justice system. The substantive scope of any ethics teaching they 
include might vary accordingly, but not necessarily. 

Two goals might be considered in selecting the scope of an ethics 
course. One is the goal of familiarizing tudents with issues they will 
face, or giving them an ethical perspective on issues they already have 
faced. This goal implies the broadest substantive scope possible for a 
course, since students will have diverse backgrounds and experience. 

The other goal is to help contribute to raising the level of ethical 
discussion and practice in a professional or occupational field cor
responding to a particular criminal justice agency. A course on pol ice 
ethics, or ethics in corrections, can examine the eth ical issues in those 
fields in much greater depth than a broader course on criminal justice 
and criminology. The instructor's research and writing that helps him or 
her enrich the course may be more I ikely to make a contributiot1 to 
practice in that field. The students in any kind of course are most likely 
to work for only one type of agency in any case; a course focused on 
t~eir own agency might better help them to bring or apply the ethical 
dialogue to their work than one that only touches lightly on their 
agency as it moves on to other topics. 

The agency focus obviously limits the usefulness of a course to 
students whose work experience is or will be with other agencies. 
The extent of diversity in the student body might therefore be a major 
criterion in offering a broad or specific course. The competence of the 
instructor across all the issues, rather than in one area, might also be 
another factor; it may be better to have a strong course on pol ice ethics 
than a weak course on ethics in cri minal justice. 
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SCOPE OF ETHICAL PROBLEMS 

Whatqver agency scope a course or sectio,:", of a course m~y ~dopt, 
the instructor may find it useful to have a fairly co.mprehenslve Inv~n
tory of ethical issues to select from. The follOWing list IS only a starting 
point or first attempt at such an inventory. Others sho.uld add to .or 
reorganize it to make it more useful. The very conception of the list 
should change and grow as phi losop~ic dis~ussion ~f these issues de
velops. The list is notably weak on Issues I n agencies other t~an the 
police, about whic~ I have done li~le reading <?r research, but It does 
provide an illustration o~ h~~ an Invent9ry might. be approached .. It 
also briefly notes the availability of teaching materials and the· relative 
significance of each issue. .. . 

Ethical issues can be organized around a variety of dl menslons. 
One is Sellin's three classic categories of criminology: law-making, 
law-breaking, and I aw enforcing. ~nother. ~i mension is the. natur~ ~nd 
location of the moral agents making deciSions, notably line officials 
making operating decisions about individual cases versus age.ncy man
agers making .policy de:cisions. A third a'ppro~c~ is ~o ~Iasslfy moral 
decisions as either cutting across the entire Criminal Justice system or 
applying only to specific agencies or decision points. A fourth ap
proach is to separate issues arising in the context. of crime and crim~nal 
justice action, research on that action, and .teach~ ng about that a.etlon. 

This inventory combines several of the dimenSions, concentrating on 
the action issues in the law enforcing category (inc! udi ng the full range 
of the criminal justiLe system), with brief consideration of research and 
teaching issues. 

ACTION ISSUES 

1. LAW-MAKING 
The question of which behaviors that are banned by law ought not to 

be banned enjoys a rich philosophical traditior from J.,?hn Stuart Mill 
on. Personal vice in all its forms, from gambling to mariJuana, has been 
a controversial issue for legalization or prohibition f?r the entire history 
of our nation. Solid criminal justice and legal treatises, such as Packer 
(1968) or Morris and Hawkins (1970) provide a contemporary pres.en
tation, as do the recent presidential commission reports on obscenity, 
gambling, and crime. 

What has received less attention are those behaviors that are not now 
illegal but perhaps should be b~au.se they cal;lse harm ~o others. Ralph 
Nader's proposal to ban smoking In all publ.lc pla~es IS one examRle; 
requirements that dog owners clean up their dog s feces left on city 
streets' or that nuclear t'nergy be abandoned by public utilities as too 
danger~us. The practicality of. usin.g the criminal sancti,?n ~gain~t 
such behavior is a separate question from whether the behavior Itself IS 
right or wrong, but the broad er qu estion of what more ne~s to be pro
scribed is often improperly neglected. It may be far more Important, at 
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least from a utilitarian standpoint, that harmful behaviors (like! public 
smoking) are allowed than that non-harmful behaviors (like gambling) 
are banned, at least when measured by the number of lives lost. 

2. LAW-BREAKING 
The questioning of what should be banned or allowed by law implies 

that some laws may be wrong, and that a moral person may be compel
led to disobey the law-assuming that it is not more important that the 
law in general be disobeyed, even when wrong, because of the general 
welfare of society or the benefits for the dignity of individuals. 
Here again, there is a rich literature on civil disobedience which can be 
useful as class materials: Ghandi on colonialism, Martin Luther King 
on segregationalism, and Thoreau on war are some examples. One 
might distinguish the violation of unjust laws as protests against the 
laws themselves, and the violation of just laws (such as traffic regula
tions) in order to protest an unjust law (such as segregated bus seating). 

The metaethics of justice may be unavoidable in teaching on th ~e 
questions. Distingu ishing just and unj ust laws requires a conception, 
first, of justice, and second, of the meaning of a just law. Is a law 
more or less just, for example, depending or. the degree to which a 
society supports the law? That is, is it ;'ight to argue that the broader 
the consensus supporting the law, the more just the law? Or is justice 
strictly present or absent, with degrees of justice (like pregnancy) 
an illogical concept? Does the sociological distinction of mala in se and 
mala prohibita have a valid philosophical meaning? Is it right, for 
example, to violate a law that is merely mala prohibita, but not one 
that is mala in se? What of subcultures in which social norms require 
certain .acts, such as killing the seducer of one's daughter, forbidden 
by the larger society-thereby producing different definitions of malum 
in se and prohibitum? 

Anothar issue concerning law-breaking is the morality of the social 
and econ om ic structure. I f property is theft, as Proudhon (not Marx) 
su~mested, is it wrong for a poor person to steal from a rich person? If 
the law in its majestic equality forbids both the rich and the poor 
from sleep.in~ under bridges and stealing bread, as Anatole France 
5ugges~ed, IS It wrong. for the, p,?or to do those things? Anyone whose 
work IS c~n~ecte~ ~Ith punishing poor people, which comprises the 
bulk of Criminal Justice, should at least consider these issues and not 
gccept the law's position unreflectively. 

3. LAW ENFORCING 

a. LINE DECISIONS ACROSS THE SYSTEM 
A number of ,m~ral ~eci.sions are faced by line officials in every 

realm of the Criminal Justice system. Although the constraints on 
those decisions always vary not just according to the officials' tasks 
b,ut also accordi nQ ~o each sp~cific situatio!'1" there are general prin
Ciples of ,the ~ondltlons go,(ernlng th~se declsl,0!1sthat can be applied 
to eac~ sltu~tlon. At ~e~st Si,:< ca~egones of ~eclslons arise repeatedly in 
any diSCUSSion of Criminal Justice processing: discretion force due 
process, time, loyalty, and rewards. Many more could probably be 
identified. 
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DISCRETION 
Law enforcement officials-from police officers to judges to parol,e 

officers-are continually faced with the questions of how to use t~elr 
discretion to invoke the sanctions in their power. Arrest charging, 
bai I denial, sentencing, revocation of parole and other decisions are 
all highly discrentionary, as the past two decades of observational 
research have shown, largely because the law is underenforced. If every 
act that was vulnerable to sanction was subjected to the maximum 
penalty each official could invoke, then there would be no discretion 
about which to raise moral questions. But since suspects are not arrest
ed despite adequate evidence, many arrestees are not charged, most 
charges are reduced, and so on, several ethical questions pervade all 
sanctioning decisions. 

One question is whether officials are making equitable decisions: 
whether different kinds of people committing the same acts-and 
perhaps with the same prior criminal record-are receiving the same 
sanctioning decisions. Those decisions include the invoking of a sanc
tion at all, the severity of the sanction invoked, and perhaps even the 
principles used to invoke the sanction. The unfettered and largely 
unreviewed discretion of many criminal justice officials creates a great 
danger of arbitrary decision-making affected by such irrelevent factors 
as mood or indigestion, not to mention racial prejudice. Observation 
research has consistently shown the degree of deference the suspect 
or "client" shows to an official to affect the decision to invoke a sanc
tion. Whether bowing and scraping is an appropriate criterion for not 
arresting someone who would be arrested if he or she was rude and 
impolite may not be a difficult moral question, but it is a common 
decision (see Sherman, 1980). 

Another ethical question for discretion is the choice between false 
positive or the false negative-in statistical terms, type I and type II 
errors. I n deciding to frisk someone who makes a police officer suspect 
that crime may be afoot, the officer risks a false positive: that the 
suspect may be completely innocent and not carrying any weapons. 
The frisked citizen may see the police action as unjust harassament and 
form a poor opinion of the police. But, if the officer decides not to 
frisk a suspect, the suspect may commit an armed robbery as soon as 
the officer leaves, or perhaps even shoot and kill the officer. Judges 
making bail decisions trying to predict who will and will not flee, 
parole boards making release decisions trying to predict who will 
and will not commit another crime while on parole, and others face 
similar problems. Even juries wrestle with the moral principle of letting 
99 guilty men go free in order that one innocent man may not be 
convicted. The criminal justice system certainly does not operate on 
that principle, and Supreme Court Justice William Rehnquist has even 
suggested that the sxstern should not operate on the presumpti~n of 
innocence (Bell v. WOlfiSh, 99 S. Ct. 1861 [1979]). The question of 
what principles should govern the false negative/false positive problem 
certainly needs careful consideration. 

Still another moral question about discretion is which standards to 
use both for maintaining equity and for dealing with the false negative/ 
false positive problem. A judge may be perfectly consistent in all his 
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or her decisions, but substantially more (or less) severe than most 
other judges in the same court. The other judges, however, may be 
inconsistent as individuals; the one judge who is off the norm may be 
the only consistent one on the bench. Who, then, is right and who is 
wrong? The same questions, again, can be raised about police making 
arrests or prison wardens making disciplinary decisions. 

FORCE 

The use of physical coercion against other people's bodies underlies 
all the sanctions about which the officials exercise di8cretion. Force is 
the essence of criminal justice, just as the monopoly on the legitimate 
use of force is the essence of the nation-state (Weber, 1964:154). The 
decisions of whether to use force, how much to use, and under what 
conditions are confronted by police officers, juries, judges, prison 
officials, probation and parole officers and others. All of them .face ~he 
paradox, noted earlier, of using harm to prevent ,harm. The,re IS a r,lch 
an d recent ph ilosophical literature on the question of capital pun Ish
ment, as well as an older penological literature on how much, cru~lty 
to use in punishing criminals generally, (It is only two,centurles Since 
torture maiming and capital pun ishment for nonviolent offenses 
such as burglary has been widely defined as immoral in Western soci
eties,partly as a result of the penol~1ical literature)' The~e, questions, 
however on Iy cover a small portion of the scope of deCISions to use 
force, O~e of the leading national issues in race relations when pol ice 
should use deadly force, has been vi.rtually ignor~ by phi,losophers (b~t 
see Elliston 1979) although there IS a substantial legal literature avall
abl e on the' question (Sherman, 1980). The related question of whet~er 
it is immoral not to use the full forGe allowed by law to accomplish 
some purpose, such as killing a fleeiing felony susp~t who cannot 
otherwise be apprehended, also deserves far more attention. 

Even more complex are the questions about using less than dea~ly 
force: when is it right to hit someone with a club, spray them with 
mace, or handcuff them? What kind of deliberation should be re
quired before such decisions are made? Should there be (or can there 
be) any opportunities for appeal, defense on factual grounds, or other 
processes of decision before force is, used? What sort of polic,i~ and 
practices should be followed to aVOid many of the opportunities or 
necessary occasions for using force (Reiss, 1980)? What principles of 
a baiance of risk of harm between officials, suspects, and the public 
shou Id govern these decisions? 

The most basic question of all criminal justice ethics, of course, is 
how one can reconcile doing harm to others with Christian and other 
norms against harm. The I iterature on pacifism and consci entiou s 
objection to war seems most revel ant here, but! am not aware that any 
of it has been applied to the domestic use of force to maintain order. 
Can a pacifist be a pol ice officer or a judge? Can a Christian? Can a 
Rawlsian? Is there: a defensible logic to saying that killing is wrong 
and then urging killing/ in response to killing? Muir (1977) has pro
vided an insightful account of how police officers I ive with and adapt 
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to such questions (some doing it well, and some not so well), but they 
still await philosophic consideration. 

DUE PROCESS AN D DI RTY HANDS 

The paradox of harm and force is further c<?~plicated by the argl:!
ment that not doing harm to those who harm IS Itself har~ful: ThiS IS 
the classic dilemma of dirty hand; no matter what the chOice IS, harm 
may be done. If a police officer shoots a fleeing suspect, his or her 
hands are dirtied by hurting the suspect perhaps unnecessarily. Yet, 
if the officer does not shoot, his or her hands may be dirtied by the sus
pect shooting someone else. The problem has been well conceptual
ized and applied to criminal justice by Car! Klockars (1980), ,who calls 
it the "Dirty Harry" problem after the Clint Eastwood movie of that 
name. 

The Dirty Harry problem goes beyond considerations of whether to 
use legally allowable forms of coercion to stop or prevent harm. it also 
embraces the question of whether officials should disregard the letter 
of the law in order to achieve its goals. This includes violating Miranda 
requirements in order to obtai n a confession from a murder suspect, 
conducting illegal searches of persons and places in order to insure 
that no weapons are present, break into the homes of suspected 
spies to plant electronic surveillance equipment, and perhaps even 
the entire system of plea bargaining, in which unsophisticated defen
dants may have little idea of what is happening to them even as they 
seem to nod agreement in their brief contacts with their attorneys. 

Here again, the metaethical issues concerning justice may arise. 
If due process requirements are to be criticized as unjust (by letting 
the gu ilty go free), then it is important to be very clear about the 
meaning of justice. The balance of probability between false positives 
and false negatives is also germane, since that is the foundation for the 
due process requirements. An ample legal literature explores the prac
tical aspects of these questions, especially the exclusionary rule. But, 
other than Klockar's (1980) incisive anal ysis, the problem awaits 
philosophic consideration. 

TIME 

Time is a very rich moral di mension of criminal justice, as Donald 
Newman (1978) has demonstrated. Speedy justice is an ancient norm 
of Anglo-American cu Iture ("Justice delayed is justice denied") and 
the caseloads of modern urban courts have posed grave practical prob
lems in living up to that norm. Citizens generally want the police to 
come within minutes of calling them, but the backlog of time (or 
police taking their time because they view the call as unimportant) 
often produces delays of over an hour. 

Speed is not always a virtue, however. The haste to process the 
thousands of c.ases that go th rough criminal courts each year produces 
the assembly line justice which has little room for careful consideration 
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of gui It or innocence. Police officers rushing to the scene of crimes 
or accidents, or driving in "ho~ pursuit" of susp~ts, k.ill them~elves 
and other citizens hundreds of times each year. Police officers trymg to 
enforce the I aw without delay may fai I to consider options such ~s 
negoti ation and mediation, thus rushing into shoot<?uts; an e~ar"':1 pi e IS 
the Eulia Love case in Los Angeles (Board of Police Commissioners, 
1979) in which two pol ice officers confronted and killed a woman 
carrying a kitchen knife in a dispute over a utility bill, rather. t~an 
avoiding a confrontation and using persuasion. Delay and negotiation 
may also have been a less deadly strategy for deal ing with the Attica 
prison riot in 1971. 

In addition to the speed with which tasks are accomplished, there are 
ethical questions about how to allocate time among different tasks, or 
whether to perform any tasks at all. The largest time resource in crim
inal justice is the time police officers spend on preventive patrol, y~t 
that time often weighs heavy on their hands. In the absence o! radiO 
calls to respond to, patrol officers do not al'0'ays ~ave a clear. Idea of 
how to spend their time, and waste much of It m Idle talk (wl,th each 
other, not the community). Si milarly, judges are often no~orlous for 
spending less than half a w.ork day at the. bench ",,:,hen .thelr caseload 
requires little or no preparation, and for takl ng vacations m the summer 
when the backlog of cases grows to its largest size all year. Prosecutors, 
defense attorneys, and parole officers m~:JY. haye. the opposit~ prob~em: 
so little time avai lable for any case that It IS difficult, If not Impossible, 
to do a com petent job. . 

Finally, I ine officials must make some pri~rities .among competlr)g 
tasks in allocating their time. Even patrol officers With only one radiO 
calion a tour of duty cannot spend the entire tour dealing with that 
call, since they need to be available to take other calls that m?y c~me 
up. Family fight calls could take two or t~ree hours tq deal ~Ith, :f .an 
officer decided to mediate the couples' dispute, but lew officers give 
those calls such high priority .. If that approach c<?uld keep .a. coupl~ 
from killing each other (a pOint on which there IS no empIrical eVI
dence) then it could deserve the higest priority. Similar problems 
arise fbr prosecutors in .deciding. what cases are worth taki ng tc? trial in 
order to dramatize a kmd of crime or seek a more severe pUnishment 
than plea bargai ning could afford. 

REWARDS 

Criminal justice officials are generally underpaid but powerful, a 
situation that makes it difficult to resist the perquisites, privileges, 
and gifts the public often offers to them. It also makes it difficult to 
resist tak ing possibl e overtime pay into consideration in mak ing deci
sions such as whether to make an arrest just before the end of a tour of 
duty; the processing of which will take several more hours. And in any 
career, there are ethical 'questions about whether to choose tasks and 
make decisions that will advance one's career, but not necessarily ac
complish the goals of the job itself. Should a police officer make many 
arrests just to improve his or her chances for promotion to detective? 
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Should a judge give a harsh sentence in a highly publicized case, when 
he or she has recently given a more lenient sentence in a less publicized 
case? 

The ethical issues in bribery are generally quite straightforward, but 
in an applied context, they become quite muddy. The literature on 
police corruption (Goldstein, 1975), for example, reveals many ration
al izations and defenses police officers construct for taking bribes, or 
even free meals. "Other people do it." "It's legal for the chief of 
detectives to eat a free meal when he speaks at a banquet, so why not 
for me in this coffee shop?" "Gambling doesn't hurt anyone, so it's 
moral to take money not to enforce laws against it (clean graft)." 
These rationalizations provide fertile ground for philosophic debate, 
but written materials of that sort are still lacking. 

LOYALTY 

Line criminal justice officials not onlv make ethical decisions about 
their own behavior; they must also decide how to respond to the 
behavior of their own colleagues and supervisors. Loyalty to co-workers 
is a strong informal norm in many organizations, and a strong ethical 
argument can be made for that norm under certain conditions. Where 
workers are ruthlessly exploited and over-worked, for example, one 
might be able to justify lying and covering up for a colleague who is 
sleeping on duty. That argument is probably made by many police and 
corrections officers who hold second jobs that exhaust them, although 
their first jobs do at least guard them against starvation. The qu estion 
each criminal justice official must face (including judges) is whether 
they owe more loyalty to their colleagu es who break the rules or to the 
public interest which guides the setting of the rules. 

The complexity of this issue should not be underestimated. Students 
should first be taught to separate their fear of informal (or even formal) 
sanctions for doing something about immoral behavior around them 
from their sincere and voluntary feelings of lovalty, friendship, or trust 
with the individuals involved. They could then consider the conse
quences of various courses of action, for thei r colleagues, themselves, 
and the public interest, as well as the principles involved: is it ever right 
to I ie? Suppose no one asks you if your co-workers break rules or laws, 
is silence justified? Does the decision to be silent or "blow the whistle" 
depend on tha seriousness of the immoral conduct, the extent of 
personal loyalty to those acting immorally, some other principle, or 
some combination? 

Another issue might be the practical options availab Ie for taking 
action agai nst immoral co-workers. It is impractical, forexample, to 
go to a supervisor to complai n about bribery of one's colleagues when 
the supervisor is al so corru pt. I t is al so impractical to go to the warden 
of a prison to complain of brutality against prisoners by a guard super
visor if the warden approves of treating prisoners brutally. Access to 
newspaper reporters, federal prosecutors, and other agents of social 
control could be considered, along with ethical questions about the 
order in which the agents should be tried out for action. Perhaps, for 
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gaining as a necessary evi I, some prosecutor~ have tried to ~top it. 
The Attorney General of Aiaska, for e~ampl.e, Imposed a state-wide ban 
on the practice several years ago (with mixed results-see Anderson, 
1979). Whether. or n,ot th~ evil is neces!iary, h<?w~v~r, there ~as bee,n 
virtually no ethical discussion of whether the evil IS Indeed evil, and If 
so, why. Nor has there been any ~nalysis, to my k~owledge, o~ how an 
individual prosecutor caught up In a system that IS legal ~ut Immoral 
should deal with his or her situation. We do have Skolnick's (1966) 
critique and Sudnow's (1965) careful description, but the problem still 
awaits formal ethical inquiry. 

JUDGES 

Ju dges are als<? caug~t up in the plea barga.ining system, al most to 
the po int of haVing relinquished much o( their p~wer to prosecutors 
in exchange for a speedy flow of cases ~na the avoidance of backlogs. 
They must still take the responsibility for the sentences,they met~ out, 
however and that raises the general problem of eqUity and discre
tion noted earlier. It also rai ses the question, virtually unique to judges, 
of whether they should participate in the "system." A line prosecutor 
who refused to plea bargain would probably be fired quickly ~y the 
chief prosecutor, but judges have long (or lifetime) ter~s of office to 
protect them from reprisals. To be sure, they are not Immu~e. ~rom 
rressure but they probably have more freedom-and responslbillty
than many of them would acknowledge .. Here aga~n, however, the 
ethical dilemma lacks any applied philosophical analYSIS. 

PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATORS 

Probation officers and others who conduct background investigations 
~n convicted criminals prior to their being sentenced face the general 
problem of insufficient ti~e for their caseload. TheX also fape.the 
unique problem (shared With parole boards) of making predictions 
about behavior based on the details of a I ife in a culture and social 
class quite different from their own. Even those investigators who 
have come from similar backgrounds to those of the people they 
investigate-and perhaps especially those upwardly mobile ones-must 
wrestle with the problem of evaluating poor people by middle class 
standards. How much weight should be placed on the facts of parent
ing an illegitimate child, for example, or not holding a job for very 
long? Even if patterns of such behavior correlate well with criminal 
behavior, the correlation is not perfect and the prediction in an in
dividual case will often be in error. Can the investigator run the risk 
of a convict being punished according to his lifestyle rather than 
according to his offense? The broader problem of the goals of criminal 
justice (discussed below) dearly enters here, but the specific role of 
the presentence investigator still awaits ethical analysis. 

CORRECTIONS OFFICER 

The unique ethical problems of people working in prisons (and 
jails, to a lesser extent) arise from the long term nature of personal 
relationships with offenders. Police, prosecutors, judges and presen
tence investigators rarely see each person they process for more than a 
few hours at most. But corrections officers may have to live with thei r 
charges in the intense environment of a "total institution" (Goffman, 
1961) for years at a time. Parole officers also face long term relations 
with offenders with similar ethical problems, although not with the 
same intensity of daily contact. 

A rich soci 01 ogical I iterature is available to describe the informal 
social relationships of the prison. But the ethical problems the des
criptions suggest have never been carefully analyzed. Favoritism for 
some inmates over others and tolerating violence among inmates 
(to enforce inmate norms) in exchange for generally orderly prison rou
tlnes are two problems evident in the early literature. More recent times 
have produc-ed questions like how much force to use in subduing 
riots, and whether special food should be provided so that Muslim 
inmates do not violate the dietary laws of their religion. Many of the 
more recent issues are managerial rather than line decisions, but loyalty 
questions might then arise for individual officers who believe their 
prison's polices to be immoral. 

MANAGEMENT DECISIONS ACROSS THE SYSTEM 

Several ethical decisions for criminal justice managers also cut 
across the system to a variety of agencies. Three of them seem to 
attract considerable attention: the many problems associated with 
the process of policy-making, the specific pol icies made in the area of 
affirmative action for recruitment and promotion, and the conflicting 
loyalities managers face in making sup'ervisory decisions. 

POLICY-MAKING PROCESS 

The descriptive literature on criminal justice clearly documents the 
multiple and conflicting goals of the criminal justice process: deter
rence, retribution, rehabilitation, restitution. The ethical literature 
also provides substantial analyses of why one of these goals is better 
than another, and the principles on which criminal justice ought to be 
based. There is virtually no description or ethical analysis, however, 
of how a democratic society does or should choose among those goals 
in its administration of criminal justice. 

Is an administrator justified in setting his or her own goals, for 
example, without consultation with elected officials or commun ity 
representatives? Not all administrators have that option, of course, but 
some (like J. Edgar Hoover) have been able to create the independence 
needed to set their own goals quite explicity. Others have done the 
same less openly, fostering certain goals over others in low visibility, 
day-to-day decisions. I n either case, there are important questions 
about the concentration of ethical decision-making for large portions 
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of the system into the hands of one person. 
Yet there are equally important questions about the failure to set 

any goals at all. The vague-speaking administrator who seeks to avoid 
setting moral priorities and allows matters to take their own course is 
probably more common than the arrogant master of bureaucratic 
power. The police chief whose flrp3nns policy is "Ieave your gun in the 
holster until you need to use it"; the administrative judge who does 
nothing about patterns of grossly inconsistent sentences for the same 
offense; the corrections commissioner who lets custodial and treatment 
staff fight over control of the inmates without intervening; all these 
have made a policy out of having no policy at all. 

Herman Goldstein (1977) has clearly presented both the issues and 
some administrative solutions for a rational and democratic policy
making process for police agencies, and his analysis might apply with 
minor modifications to courts and corrections. But the nature of the 
conflicts inherent in the administrative rule-making solution Goldstein 
proposes still await philosophical analysis. What principles, for exam
ple should govern a choice between professionally based knowledge 
about the effectiveness of certain procedures (foot patrol, capital 
punishment, minimum security prisons) Gnd community beliefs of the 
opposite viewpoint? What should be done when the dominant values of 
a community are clearly unethical and violate state law, such as support 
"for police corruption or brutality against blacks? How shou Id com
munity sentiment be measured, through the expressed opi ni ons of 
activists or through the scientific polling of the entire community? 
The memoirs of leadi ng administrators might provide valuable des
criptive insight on these and other questions about the ethics of the 
process by whi ch pol icy is made, as distinct from the substantive 
resu Its of that process. 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 

Police and corrections administrators are frequently challenged for 
employing, promoting, and retaining disproportionately low nu mbers 
of minorities and women, even though civil service systems often give 
them relatively I itt!e discretion over personnel decisions. Both court
ordered and voluntary plans systematically favoring minorities and 
women have been implemented in some places and resisted in others. 
The stance the administrators take often seems to be guided by politi
cal considerations, which mayor may not be proper in a democracy. 
But the ethical and legal literature on this major issue is growing, and is 
certai nly a stimulating topic for class discussions. 

LOYALTY AND SUPERVISION 

One of the more difficu It aspects of affirmative action cuts across 
man yother administrative issues as well: the degree of obligation an 
ad mini strator owes to protect the interests of the members of the 
agency. Many rank and file officers (incl ud ing judges) complain that 
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~~eir ~drT,linistrators do not "~ck them up" against the various 
· ene~le~ of th~ press, the publiC, or other sources of criticism. Crim
Inal Justice adm Inl.strators are often sensitive to this charge, especially 
whe.n they hav~ risen. thn?ugh the ranks in the agency they supervise. 
Their concern IS sociologically understandable in terms of reference 
group theory .. But ~he question of its moral propriety needs to be 
carefully ex?ml~ed I n the c0!lte~t of specific supervisory practices. 
· The practices Includ.e anythmg. In which supervision might harm the 
Interests of t/~.ose ~mg sur,ervlsed. Should a police executive, for 
example, u.se m~egrlty tests , such as ~he staged dropping of a wallet 
near a p~lIce 9ffl~er, to meas~re compliance with procedures? Should 
an adm.mls~ratlve judge establish a procedure for monitoring the hours 
that t~la.l judge~ a~tually spend on the bench? Should a corrections 
commls~loner dismiSS a wa~den who has failed to prevent violence 
a~ong Inmates? Each of t~ese questi.ons r~ts largely on other prin
CI pi es, such as those governmg deception pnvacy and accountabi lity 
But for each ~f them one ca.n also ask ~hether .sy~pathY for "or loyalty 
to t~e subordl':1~tes who might suffer IS a legitimate consideration in 
mak Ing the deci slon. 

There are also specific issues of ~anage~i~1 ethics for each agency, 
but many of them rel~t~ to the Ime deciSions already reviewed. A 
syst~matlc attempt at Ilstmg those issues should await the work of a 
semln.ar ~r other group of managers in each type of criminal justice 
orgam zatlon. 

RESEARCH ISSUES 

· The et~ics ~f social science research have been subjected to increas
!ng attention. m recent years, largely over the questions of the protect
Ion ~f the .rlghts 9~ human. subjects and the adequacy of research for 
~akmg poliCY deCISions (Brltell, 1980). But older questions also remain 
Importa.nt, ~nd. should be considered by anyone who devotes a career 
to criminal just.lce ,r~search: selection of tonics, research staff relations, 
access and 9bjectlvlty. Only one of these questions is distinctively 
concern~d vylth research on criminal justice agencies (and other types 
of organizations), the prob lems of objectivity and reciprocity produced 
by the need to be granted access to the agencies to conduct the re
search. The others are common to all social science. 

ACCESS, OBJECTIVITY AND RECIPROCITY 

Th~ ~ost, dir,ect forms of scientific evidence about the behavior 
of cf}mlnal }~stlce age.nts (and of. ~riminals in the arms of the law) 
are natural observation and offiCial archives. Both forms of data 
are under the control of the agencies, and there is usually little a 
rese~cher can. ~o to a~p~al a denial or cutoff of access to the data. 
~nllke ? phYSICist who I~ I~ co~pl~te control of the atoms manipulated 
m phYSICS ~esearch, a crlmma!Justlce researcher must bargain with the 
object of hiS .or ~~r research., I he~e bargains for access raise two ethical 
problems: ObjectiVity and reciprocity. 
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Scientists are morally bound by their profession to ~e. objective in 
describing what they observe. When they observe ~fflclals engage~ 
in misconduct, racial discrimination.' or Simply a failure to d~ t~elr 
job, objective description .may obviously embarass the organtZatlon 
being studied. Some organtZatlons may only allow access on the con
dition that nothing be published without the approval of the agency 
head. If these are the only terms under which a researcher can stu~y 
an important problem, is it ethical to accep~ them? How are the pnn
cipl es of objectivity and ~he. need to contnbut~ to knowledge .re~on
ci led? Is incomplete descnptlon, as opposed to Inaccurate deSCription, 
morally better than no description at all? 

On the other hand, there are ethi cal questions about the righ~ of a 
social scientist to go around intrudi ng on other people's Rrtva~y, 
using up the resources of a public organi zation to advance a sCientific 
career, possibl y delaying the regular wor~ of the agency, and proVid
ing little useful knowledge to the agency. In return. What are the moral 
obligations of researchers to the agencies they study? Should they 
always try to provide some practical advice, or does that confuse the 
scientist's role with the management consultant's? Should they delay 
sharing the findings of research with the agency until the findings 
are ready for publication, or should they offer to meet with agency 
officials as soon as the findings are in? Should they ever break a 
promise not to publish fi.ndinQS without agency app~oval? To my 
knowledge there is no ethical literature on these questions, although 
there are ~ome good descriptions of the relationshi ps involved (e.g., 
Man ni ng, 1976). 

SELECTION OF TOPICS 

Access issues may also affect a scientist's objectivity ,!n t.he s.el.ec~~o.n 
of topics to be studied, althou~h here the nature of objectivity IS 
rather different. As Weber (1948) argued, the primary role of values 
in social science ought to be the guidance of selecting topics. Both 
access and funding priorities may distort this process of guidance, 
diverting scientists from topics their values tell them are important 
to topics for which they can obtain agency access and financial sup
port. No one gives scientists a monopoly on true values, however, and 
in a democratic society it may be better to have priorities for social re
search determined by funding agencies rather than by scientists as in
dividuals-assuming that a) the priority setting is not dominated by cer
tain class interests or the goal of social repression, and that b) the set
ting of priorities in this fashion does not stifle scientific creativity and 
serendipity (Merton,~ 1968). But these assumptions are highly debat
able, and they deserve empirical examination to develop a valid ethical 
analysis. 

HUMAN SUBJECTS 
The protection of the rights of hu man subj ects of research first 

became an ethical issue in biomedical research. With a few exceptions, 
such as the controversey over the deception used in Milgram's (1974) 
research on obedience to authority, the issue was imposed on social 
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sci~nce by administrative fiat. T~e I iterature on h.uman subjects in 
SOCial research that has appeared since federal regulations were imposed 
has generally focused .on the question of whether there ought to be 
~uch regulations, and If so how they should be fashioned and admin
Istere:d (e.~ . .' .Klockars a~d .C?'Connor, 1979). Although the ethical 
declslo~S thiS Issue forces indiVidual researchers to confront are relative
ly stralgh~forwar~-for: e~~mple, whether or not to obey the regula
tlon~-thelr. practical Significance alone suggests that they be carefully 
conSidered In the gr~duate education of criminal justice researchers. 

RESEARCH STAFF RELATIONS 

.A final question of applied. ethics for social science research is what 
pnnclples shou Id govern relationships among the members of a research 
t~am. The, norm of collegiality dominates the rhetoric of science, but 
hierarchy IS prese~t everywher~, Problems arise when the hierarchy 
of research authOrity and the hierarchy of contribution to the research 
effor~ do. not !llatch. Different members may see the hierarchy of 
contrlbutlon~ differently, of course. The senior author may write the 
research deslg!1, supervise d~ta collection and analysis, write the final 
report, and stili spend less time on the project than any other member 
of the r~search team .. Resea.rch assistants commonly resent the sen ior 
auth?r~hlp of ~he project director, and argue that the senior author's 
cred It I~ unethical. On the other hand, some project directors do simply 
put their nam~s on reports th?t they have done little to produce. 

The~e relations pose pra<?tlcal questions that desperately need eth ical 
an alysls. ~o,w much cred It ~hould a senior researcher receive after 
~onceptu~lIzlng a re:;~arch deSign, writing a grant proposal and obtain
Ing funding, and hiring. a project director to conduct the research. 
N~ne~ Second. authorship? Can standard weights be assigned to con
tributions, or IS each case unique? What principles should be appl ied? 

O~, as another example, does a salaried research assistant who does 
nC?thlng but ~ollec~ data, run the computer, and discuss the findings 
With the project director deserve equal or second authorship a foot
note, or no acknowledgement? The American Sociological Association 
proposed code of ethics requires written agreement on these matters at 
the ,outset of a research projoul, but that still does not provide any 
answers on how they ought to be resolved. 

C. TEACHING ISSUES 

. r:her~ is little. about the ethics of teaching criminal justice that is 
d!stlnctlve or different from the teachi ng of any other subject in 
higher education. Criminal justice professors may be under somewhat 
m(Sohre pressure from external sources to teach a practical cu rriculum 

erm~n, et ai, 1978), but they also face the common dilemmas of 
entertaln.ment to keep enroll!llent up versus rigor in teaching, devoting 
enough time to cla~s preparation for good teaching while still publishing 
enough not to perish, an~ respondin~ helpfully to the unpreparedness 
of new college students Without lowenng academic standards. 

There may be, ~ow~v~r, a distin.c~ive ~thi~1 ,issue in the teaching 
of ethiCS (whether Impllclty or expllclty) In crtmlnal justice: the prob-
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lem of indoctrination.* While it is true that all ethics teachers must 
face this issue (Hastings Center, 1980), the consequences of in~oc
trination in criminal justice teaching could make the proble!TI esp~lally 
significant in this field. FOT a criminal justice te~cher to Ind,octnnate 
students in values supporting the use of excessive force agal nst rude 
suspects or offenders, the practice of. "!"Tlin~r" ,corrupti on, the im
portance of vengeance as a goal for Criminal Justice, .or other ~al~es 
contrary to the spirit or letter of our laws could reinforce eXisting 
immoral practices. The connection between teaching and behavior, to 
be sure, is tenuous at most, but even if one criminal justice agent were 
to derive justification for immoral practice from a criminal justice 
course it could be a life or death matter. It is just as improper to indoc
trinate students in a liberal point of view about criminal justice, of 
course, rather than working toward the student's ability to dispense 
with the teacher for moral reasoning. Present or future teachers should 
be helped to reason for themselves that any form of indoctrination is 
improper. 

Very few graduate programs in social science or humanities formally 
address any aspect of college teaching, let alone the ethics of teaching. 
Given the central role of ethics in the subject matter of criminal justice, 
it is especially important that this gap be filled in the doctoral 
programs. 

*The Hastings Center (1980:59) report defines indoctrination as "a systematic 
attempt to persuade students of the validity of a belief system, one that a) radical
ly rules out the possibility of accepting other belief systems; b) in a deliberate 
fashion, involves withholding from students either serious objections to that system 
or those tools of analysis that would enable the students to see its flaws; c) ex
cludes the possibility of rejection of the belief system; and d) penalizes deviation." 
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ETHICAL THEORIES AND FRAMEWORKS 

Identifyi ng ethical issues is obviously onl y the first step towards 
teaching and scholarship. In most institutions it is probably the only 
step (if any) that is taken. Students learn that there is a difference of 
opinion and are left to make up their minds individually according 
to their own val ues. The problem with that approach is that thinking 
cI early and rigorously about ethi cs i ~ not jl}st a matter of applying 
pre-existing personal values. Rather, It requires an analYSIS of both 
relevant facts and values withi n a coherent ethical framework of prin
ciples and premises. 

The application of formal ethical frameworks to criminal justice 
issues will n~ake the teaching of ethics ex pi icit and serious. It may 
scare away some students and make ethics harder to teach, but it will 
challenge the minds of both teachers and students who attempt it. 
Most of all, it will demonstrate that all moral reason ing implies a 
framework of analysis, but that it is very difficult to construct and 
employ a coherent and consistent framework. 

REJECTED FRAMEWORKS 
The police ethics course offered by Elliston and Sherman at Albany 

in 1980 began with an introduction to the modern ethical frame
works still widely in use. I n retrospect, this may have been a mis
take, for it only encouraged the view that all frameworks are equal; 
what you decide depends on the framework you choose, and your 
choice is simply a matter of taste or personal values. A good way to 
discourage this view woo Id be to begin the presentation of ethical 
frameworks with some widel y rejected exam pies (Rosen and Caplan, 
1980:39). By showing that a framework can be internally consi
tent and yet lead to abhorrent decisions, this method emphasizes very 
early on that the selection of an ethical framework is a very serious 
business. 

The most dramatic rejected E!thical frameworks to use for this pur
pose are naturalism and evolutionism (or social Darwinism). The 
naturalist principle that might makes right, that those who can dom
inate others should do so, can clearly be linked to the official phil
osophy and practices of Nazi Germany. So can the even more per
nici ous doctrine that only the fittest and strongest should survive 
in order to speed the evolution of the human race more rapidly to\Mard 
perfection. Examples of moral decisions that can be derived from 1..; lese 
frameworks, such as sterilizing all those people whose 1.0. score is 
below 100, should provide clU(~s to the kinds of principles-such as the 
diginity of persons-that shouid be included in a good ethical frame
work. 

Students can also be taught the fai lure' of the framework of sub
jectivism, using criminal justice examples. Subjectivism, or justifying 
each person mak ing a moral decision on the grou nds of how they feel 
about the issue, is probably a good descriptive ethical framework for 
the exercise of discretion in criminal justice. Yet that is precisely 
what is wrong with it. Subjectivism applied to those decisions con-
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flicts with other principles the class should a~cept" sl!ch a,s equa.lity 
before the law. It also makes a mock,ery of ?!r ~dmlnlstratlve p~ll~y, 
thus reducing the effectiveness of criminal Justice at accomplishing 
its ethically justified goals. , , ,,' 

Egoism also offers two prinCiples that can be rejected qUite convln.c-
ingly (Frankena, 1973: 18) 111) y.hat an individual's one ,and only baSIC 
obligation is to promote for himself the ~reatest possible ~alance of 
good over evil," and ,"2), t,hat even in making seco~d-and, third-person 
moral judgements an individual should go by w~at IS ,to hiS own advan
tage," The self-love that dictates these prinCiples IS of cO,urse ana
thema to the Judea-Christian tradition, and can lead to dlasastrous 
con seq uences if un iversalized, I f pol ice offi~ers and judges yva,nted to 
be perfectly safe, they wou Id never antagC?nlze da,ngerou~ cnmln,als by 
arresting them or sentencing them to pnson. With ethical egOls.m as 
the moral basis of criminal justice, the system would cease to f~nctlon. 

Finally, ethical relativism ca~ b~ rejected, if not as ~as!ly as the 
others. The notion that "wha~ IS nght or good for one individual or 
society is not right or good for another, eve~ if the situations i!lvoived 
are similar" (Frankena, 1973: 1 09), has wide appeal, especially to 
people raised to value tolerance. Murder for revenge of a daughte~'s lost 
virginity, by this view, might be ~rong for a W~~~, W~II Street invest
ment banker but it would be nght for the SICilian Immigrant who 
operates the' elevator in the bank~r's bui Idi ng. The ~ormer ~as no 
cultural background of violence, while the latter was ral sed on It. The 
conseq uences of a double standard for murder enforcement should 
quickly dispel the appeal of such an argument, however. Would all 
Sici lian-Americans be given a license to murder_ for vegean~e? Why not 
extend the license to Neapolitans, Greeks, Spaniards, Finns? Most 
important, does the cultural background of the murderer alter the 
ethical principles which lead one to .conclude that murder i~ yvrong? 

The presentation of rejected ethical frameworks can be tied together 
with the argument that they fai I to represent a IImoral point of view." 
Baier (1966) defines this viewpoint as not bei ng egoistic, doi ng. thi~gs 
on principle, being willing to universalize the pr.inciples, and considering 
the good of everyone al ike. None of the rejected f .. emeworks meet 
these conditions, but the modern frameworks do. 

MODERN FRAMEWORKS 

Four modern ethical frameworks dominate current ethical d iscus
sion: utilitarianism, Kant's ethics, Sartre's existentialism, and Rawl's 
theory of justice. AI! four share certain principles, and the same ethical 
conclusion can often be derived from more than one framework. But 
the differences among them are important, both substantively and as 
a way of demonstrating the methodology of ethical analysis. 

Utilitarianism is the most common ethical framework for debates 
over criminal justice issues, as well as in American public policy dis
cussion in general (Fleishman and Payne, 1980: 53). More specifically, 
one form of utilitarianism, called "rule-utilitarianism," is frequently 
employed: a) the principle that we ought to act according to rules 
that are determined according to what will promote the greatest general 
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go,od for everyon~. W~ sh~l}ld al.ways execute murderers, according to 
thiS framework, If SCientific eVidence shows that more I ives will be 
saved through the deterrent effect of executions than will be lost from 
the executions themselves. John Stuart Mill's Utilitarianism while not 
~Iearly rul~-util.itarianism (as distinct from "act-utilitarianism or acting 
In each Situation according to the consequ ences of greatest good 
regardl ess of what the consequences of that action would be if adopted 
as a ge~eral rule") , provides a widely used original text for the general 
utilitarian framework. 

Utilitarianism is a prime example of what philosophers call teleo
logical theories, or ethical frameworks that lead to choices on the basis 
~f the consequences of those choices. In contrast to this consequential-
1St approach are three versions of Udeontological" (or not-teleological) 
e~hics, all of which. hold that other aspects of a decision may make it 
right or wrong besld~s the nature of its conseque~ces. Deontological 
theory holds that actions or rules may be morally right even if they do 
not ,<produce the greatest good for the greatest number (F ran kena, 
197..,: 15). 

Immanuel Kant's theory of ethics, best introduced in his Founda
tio.ns ,of the Metaphysics of Morals, is clearly opposed to utilitarian 
thinking. It pr~poses that the "categorical imperative," or acting only 
on thos~ .maxlms that. ~n serve as universal laws, is both necessary 
and suffiCient for chOOSing the rules to live by. Kant takes this view 
n.ot becal!se of the consequences of universalizing every action, such as 
Violence In response to rudeness, but rather because of the inconsisten
cY, of many bad actions with the possibility of universalization. A 
unl\~ersal rule permitting false promises, for example, is not possible, 
for It wou Id mean that no real promises would be made. 

Kant's theary is an example of what philosophers call "rule-deon
tology". Another type of deontology denies the possibi lity of rules 
that apply to every situation, and focuses instead on how to make 
decisions about specific actions in particular situations. A leading 
version of this "act-deontology" is Sartre's existen tial ism best re
presented in Sartre's Existentialism and Humanism. This approach is 
close to the subjectivism rejected earlier as well as the more recent 
thinking about situational ethics, but it is distinct from both. What 
Sartre suggests i,s a procedure for mak ing moral choices that calls on 
one a) to recognl ze and suffer the anxiety of the dilemmas of existence 
b) to gather all the facts on the situations one may be in and c) ulti~ 
ma~ely follow one's "instincts" about how to act. Sinc~ no general 
eth~c, can tell you what to do, you must I ive through the agonies of 
~ecISIOr: on your own. And yvhi!e. the final step in the procedure is 
little dlffere!lt fro,m pure subJectiVism, the first two steps help insure 
that the instinct will be more than merely hedonistic. 

The most widely discussed new ethical theory of recent years seems 
to be John ~awl's A, Theory of Justice (1971), a rule-deontological 
theory tha!, Ii,ke ~an~ ~ theory, proceeds from the premise of a social 
contract binding individuals together in their own interest!> rather 
th?~ t~e premise of utili!ies for society as a who Ie. Rawl's critique of 
utilitarianism shows that It falls to consider how the sum of satisfaction 
is distributed among individual members of society, and that principles 
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of distribution of ben ifits are essential to a conception of justice. He 
suggests two principles of justice which .ca!l be. us~ to make moral 
choices about both personal actions of criminal ju~tlce a~ents and our 
co lIective decisions about institutional and s~clal policy: 1}. each 
person engaged in an institution or affe~ted by It ~as an equal rtght to 
the most extensive liberty compatible with a like liberty for all, and ~} 
ineq ualities as defin~. by the institutional structure or .fostered by It 
are arbitrary unless It IS reasonable to expect that they ~II.I work out to 
everyone's advantage and provided that the bett~r posl~~on.s are ~pen 
to all. Additionally, Rawl's procedur~ of assuming ~ veil of Igno
rance", not knowing whether the chOice you make ~III wor~ to you r 
advantage or disadvantage, has the effect of removing egOIsm from 
ethical anal ysis. 

CHOOSING AMONG FRAMEWORKS 

The most difficult problem I have found in t~e stud~ and teaching of 
ethics is the process of choice among competing. e~hlcal frameworks. 
While I personally find Rawl's th.eory most convln~In~,.1 am not sure 
that my choice is based on anything more than subjectIVism. I am even 
less sure that I could justifiably show a class how to choose among 
ethical frameworks. . ' . 

Th8 Hastings Center project address~ thiS problem In ItS mono~ 
graph on undergrad.uat~ teaching of ethl.cs (Rosen an~ Caplan, 1980: 
36-40). The diSCUSSIon IS helpful, but ultimately unsatisfactory (p.38). 

... there is the inevitable disagreement amo}19 studen~s about which 
normative theory is correct. One student Will be ~antl~n, another an 
egoist, and a thi rd ~ utilitarian. The teacher at thiS pOI nt,must make 
a decision ... Mere disagreement bogs down, almost always, because 
students lack a means of working it out. The teacher has to supply 
the means, and failure to supply it conveys, u~ually, the mes~ge 
that there is no framework, and that the selection of a normative 
theory is arbitrary or a matter of taste. 

The monograph fails .to discuss lust wh~t the means or. method ~or 
choosing frameworks might be. It IS relatl~ely easy to reject theones 
founded on princi pies (like might makes right) that we c<?r:'se~su~lIy 
view as immoral, but how does one choose between, say, utl"tarlanl~m 
and Rawls? What procedure can be used that evaluates the two theor!es 
and comes to a conclusion while still avoidi ng the danger of indoctrin
ation? Perhaps these questions have obvious answers. for some pro
fessionally trained philosophers, but I have yet to find a workable 
solution. . . 

That is not to say that a teacher should not present a POSltIO':'. As 
Fredrick E \liston (1980) points out, a teacher who aVOids taking a 
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position, may teach a position he or she does not intend: that there is 
no postlon. Merely playing the devil's advocate skeptically attacking 
all moral theories, isp!obab~y. poor pedagogy as ~ell as poor substance. 
At the level of speCifiC de~lslons, It may even be appropriate to use 
dlffere!lt fr~meworks for different kinds of decisions. But it is still a 
very fine! Ine to walk between the perils of indoctrination and the 
frustrations of indecision. 
PROF ESSIONAL CODES OF ETH ICS 

E~hical theo~ic:s are not th~ only conceptual frameworks that can be 
applied to s~c!flc l!lor.al chOices. Many of the professional associations 
relat~ to c~lmlnal jU5tlce have developed what might be interpreted as 
aPRIled ~thlcal frameyv~rks,.m~re traditionally known as codes of 
ethiCS. Since many crlrY"r:tal Justice ~tudent~ will be bound by one or 
se~eral of those co~~, It IS ~ort~whlle con~ldering their adequacy as a 
gUide to moral d~lslon-m~klng In occupational settings. A list of the 
addresses from which copies of the codes of ethics may be obtained 
is included as an appendix. 

The inesc~p~ble cO!1clusion ab~':1t any of these codes is that they 
are, not suffiCient gUides to deCISion-making, no more than the ten 
com mandments or other relatively simple lists of prohi bitions and 
proscriptions. All of .w~at they say may be good and true, but they 
usually lack clear principles to apply to a broad range of situations. 
In that sense, they do not satisfy Baier's (1965) definition of the 
"moral point of view". 

The Canons of Police Ethics of the I nternational Association of 
Chiefs of Police, for example, covers eleven aspects of the law en
forc~~e.nt officer's job: primary responsibility, limits of authority, 
familianty With .the I~vy, the ~roper means to achieve ends, cooperation 
With other publiC offl~lals, pnv~te cond uct, conduct toward the public, 
conduct .toward law Violators, gift and favors, presentation of evidence, 
and attltuge toward the pr,ofession: Aside from being a rather 
~nsystematlc ~odge-podge of disparate ISSUes, the IACP Canons provide 
little clear gUidance f9r many of the central ethical issues in police 
work, The Canons are silent on the crucial questions of discretion time 
and loyalty, The Canons do require that officers conduct themselves i~ 
"such a ma.nner as will mini~ize the possibility of having to use force", 
bllt that stili leaves the crUCial ethical question of when to use force 
u!lanswered. It. is clear on the question of gifts from outsiders (for
bld~en), but Silent on the more complex aspects of rewards noted 
earlier. !~e qan~ns offer neither specific rules for most problems, 
nor speCifiC pnn«?lples that could be applied to the prob lems. 
. At the opposite end o~ t~e ~pectrum from vagueness to specificity 
IS, ~he American Bar .Assoclatlon s Model 90de .of Profe:;sional Responsi
bility. Recently reVised, the code contains nine SUCCinct canons with 
finely ~et~iled "Ethical Considerations" and specific rules punishable 
by ~ Isclpllne attached to each canon. This method al most approaches 
casuls~ry, th~ sev~nteen~h «?e!1tury. philosophical practice of making 
19n9 lists of situations With injunctions of what to do in each of them. 
1 he can0!l that a lawyer shou Id represent a client competently for 
example, IS followed by an ethical consideration that a "lawyer sh'ould 
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eans to limit his individual liabi lity 

not seek, by con~act or otht~~e~ and a disci plinary rule to the same 
to his client for IS m?Rrah·1 k"d of approach as Kelly (1980: 37) 
effect. The prob lem Wit t IS In a roa~h their ethics cour.ses 
notes, is that It encour?gesllihaw s~~~~I~vJ~erP~n go legally before bemg 
with the goal of learning. .0':" " 
subjected to the ris~ of dlscfl~~~ep~~i~~Y~~~1 codes reflects the a~se~ce 

Perhaps the wea .ness 0 r d ethical issues of criminal Justice 
of serious scholarship on

h 
the app le' t is unlikely that students will 

professions. Whateve~ t e reason, I 
derive f!1u~h m~ral. gUldan~e from :h~s~O~:~t to consider the value of 

A crimina) Justice teac er. ma. ost a ents are already bound by ~ 
codes of ethics for a sy~tem I.n whll~:nd poficies The discussion could , 
a complex set of admlnlstratlv~ ru . ~ut of an attempt to 
consider the view that professional .ethlcs. gr~~e entleman's values on 
make money-earning respectable.by Impos Ht ran';y of the Experts). It 
those of the tra~esma~ (J. K. LI~~e:~~ndet~ led codes of ethics have 
c<?uld also consl~er th e

l 
arJufh~ qual ity of professional service. The 

hlnder~d more t fan edPe pressure device for changi ng unethical 
potential value 0 a c<? e as a d' ed A basic point should be 
ad mini strative rules m.lght also b~ IS~dSSat ~II they should be taken 
tha.t if coTdhesto! entohtlcsth~ec~~ren~ ~i~uation in most criminal justice 
seriously. a IS 
agencies. 
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TEACHING ISSUES FOR ETHICS 

Ethical issues in criminal justice cannot, of course, be taught simply 
by listing the scope of the moral problems and bringing various ethical 
frameworks to bear upon them. While that is basically what this mono
graph proposes, the approach must be implemented very carefully, 
pay ing cI ose attention to the major teaching issues. An ethi cs cou rse 
in criminal justice may otherwise run the risk of failure. The most 
critical teaching issues are who shall teach, diverse student backgrou nds, 
read ing materials, course organization, methods of instruction, and 
st ud ent eval uat ion. 

WHO SHALL TEACH? 
The most critical teachi ng issue for ethics in criminal justice is the 

virtual absence of people qualified to do it. Many criminal justice 
professors may feel qua! ified to teach ethics, but as the Hastings Center 
report (1980: 63) argues, they are probably mistaken: 

... good training in the technical aspects [of a subject] ... does not 
automatically confer any special skill in analyzing or resolving the 
moral dilemmas arising in those fields. It is seductive to think they 
do. Most thoughtful practitioners will have wrestled with moral 
problems, will have discussed them with colleagues, and may well in 
their undergradu ate edu cation, or in thei r efforts in self-education, 
have given some thought to ethical theory and analys~s, That, how
ever, is not sufficient for teaching a course in ethics-any more than 
the personal experience of having balanced a checkbook and the 
dai Iy perusal of the financial section of the newspaper qual ifies 
one to teach a course in economics. 
Three options for competent teaching are available, each of which 

satisfies the recommendation of the Hastings Center report that 
applied ethics teaching be truly interdisciplinary, combining technical 
and ethical expertise. One option, perhaps the most practical in an era 
of declining resources, is for criminal justice faculty to acquire the 
equivalent of one year of graduate training in moral philosophy or 
theology. The training should make them adequately grounded in the 
language, concepts, modes of anal ysis a~d standards for di stinguishing 
good work from bad in ethics. Whether this requires a certain number 
of specific cou rses or can be accompl ished entirely through self-directed 
read ings will depend on the individual. 

Another option is for faculty members with doctorates in moral 
philosophy or theology to aqu ire technical competence in criminal 
justice issues. Here again, either the first year of a Ph. D. program in 
criminal justice or a program of independent study supplememted by 
field observation would seem to provide an adequate grounding. The 
major problem with this approach is that criminal justice departments 
seem to be very reluctant to hire trai ned philosophers, and many of 
them now have no available positions to put philosophers in even if 
the department was willing. 
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A third option may be particularly attrac~ive to academ'lc admil!is
trators facing declining enrollm~nts In the IIber?1 ~rts: .tearn-teachlng 
co mbi ning members of the philosoph y and cnml.nal Ju~tlce .depart
ments. The advantages of instant expertise and.a stlmulatln~ give and 
take are clear. The disadvantages are the poss!ble personality clash~s 
between instructors, the extra expense, the fight over t~e academic 
accounting of the enrollments (which departme!lt clalfl~s them,?), 
and the danger of teaching ~he materiaJ in. a .slmple .. slde-by-slde 
manner without integrating ethics and crlrl!H~al Justice (Hastln.gs Ce~ter, 
1980: 65-66). For those departments willing to move qUickly I.nto 
an ethics course, however, team-teachin~ may be the best solution. 

In the long run, a program of fell<;>w~hlp~, o~ at least summer work
shops for both ph ilosophers and criminal Justice professors wou~d be 
the ~st way to provide both compete!lt teaching and s~holarshlp on 
ethics in criminal justice. But the need IS too grea~ ~o walt f~r .govern
ment (which seems impossible, under current political conditions) or 
foundation funding. 

DIVERSE STUDENT BACKGROUNDS . iJ. • 

Criminal justice classes typically enroll students fr<;>m a VYlde ~ar!ety 
of backgrounds. Some have many years of expenence In cnml.nal 
justice while others have none. SO'!le have bro~d Intellectual appetl.tes 
while others are interested only In the practical problems of dOing 
criminal justice work. Some are open-minded and tolerant, while o~hers 
are strongly wedded to narrow positi<?ns. Some ~re sympathetiC to 
the plight of suspects defendants, and Inmates, while others are more 
concerned about the stresses on the criminal justice official. . . 

This diversity is an asset from the st?ndpoint o! ~Iass diSCussion. It 
virtually guarantees that there will be different OPI!1 10ns on any moral 
question. I t also guarantees that some student will be ~ble .to con
tribute a true case study out of experience. But the diverSity also 
poses probl ems. . . 

Where ethics is a required course, the diverse backg.rounds w!1I 'pro-
duce a diversity of interest. This problem can be partlcul?rly difficult 
when the ethical frameworks are Introduced, often baffll~g ev.el! the 
most interested students. Perhaps the best way to deal With dlsll!ter
ested students is to involve them in di s~ussion ~s r:n uch a~ po.sSlble, 
and fighting their disinterest with S~ratlc q,-!estlonlng .. This kind of 
attention is both an art and a potentially serious sanction, an~ must 
be handled with care but with time it should usually be pOSSible to 
persuade a student th~t ethical ~nalysi~ is wort~,,:,hile. 

Where ethics is not a reqUired course, dlslnterest~ stude!lts ar.e 
likely to stay away. But even the interested students will vary In their 
ability to keep up with a. discussion. It is advi~able, then, to sto~ at 
regu lar intervals, summanze ~hat has been said an.d the key POints 
of difference, before proceeding .on t~ the next Iss.ue. Blackboard 
charts of reason ing steps might aid thiS process. Uninterrupted dl s
cussion otherwise jump.; around from prem ises to prir.ciples to ~on
cI usions without the logical steps being laid out in an orderly fashIon. 

READING MATERIALS 
The most important problem produced by diversity is the selection 
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of r~ading ma.t~rials. Some students are capable of and interested in 
r~ad Ing ~he onglnal te?<t of the major moral philosoph ers, whi Ie others 
fln~ the Id~a unattractive. The student evaluations of the SUNY-Albany 
police ethics course .sho,:",ed great d.ifference of opinion on this point, 
as well as gen~ral dissatisfaction with what seems to be the best in
troducto~y ethics textbook, Frankena (1973). 

Mo~e Important ~han the diversity of student reactions to reading 
matenals, however, IS the g~neral absence of the right kind of materials. 
The ~UNY-AI.bany evaluations showed students wanted readings that 
combl ned et~lcal frameworks and police issues, applying the analysis 
to the technical problems the way we did in class. Aside from Klockar;s 
(1980) paper on the IIDirty Harry Problem" however we were unable 
to locate materials of this kind. ' , 

The absence of integrated readings is simply the other side of the 
!ac.k of scholarship on applied ethical issues in criminal justice, which 
!S In tU.rn pr<?dl:lc~ by th~ absence of a community of scho lars trained 
In the interdisciplinary sklll~ needed t~ analyze these issues. The cycli
cal nature of the problem IS frustrating for the lack of scholars is in 
turn the result of ~he la.ck of demand for them to teach courses. Once 
the c<?urses get going (If they ever do), even with inadequate reading 
matenal s, better r:naterlals shou Id ~ollow. In the meantime, there are 
manx usef.ul readings already mentioned that can help serve as a basis 
for diScussion. 

COURSE ORGANIZATION 
The lack ~f .reading materials. c~mpounds an already difficult prob

lem of organlzmg courses. on ~nmlnal it "ice ethics. The central diffi
culty.of course ~Jrga.nlzatlon IS that thl 'eadings fail to provide in
tegration of practical Issues and ethical fra ~works. 

There are two ways to organize any apr-,ed ethics course (Fleishman 
and Payne, 1980). One. is t~ begin with the value conflicts present in 
cO.ncr.ete occupational situations. The other is to begin with the ethical 
prinCiples an~ frameworks ~sed to analyze the situations. The advan
~age of t~e first appr~ac~ IS t~at you immediately capture students' 
Interest yvlth the. fasclnatl.ng dilemmas of real life, rather than boring 
them With seemingly pOintless abstract terms and procedu res. The 
advantage of ~he ~econd approach is that when the -discussion turns 
to concrete, Situations, the st~dents, are already prepared with the 
tools of ethical anal y~IS, thus Improvmg the qual ity of the discussion. 

A third approach mlgh.t be to begi.n with a prac~i~a.1 problem, present 
all the ~elevant facts, diSCUSS the Issue, and Criticize the discussion 
for lackl ng coherence and guiding princi pi es. The four ethical frame
works C<?uld then be ~in.troduced by way of application to the problem 
al ready Introduced. ThiS format wou Id both lend a concrete grounding 
to ~he framevyorks and show the need to use frameworks for coherent 
ethical analYSIS. 

No matter how the frameworks are introduced, there is still the prob
I~m of w~at to do for: the r~t of the course. One danger is a steady 
diet . ~f d~!em'Tlas, which might push students into litho rough going 
relatiVism, as It seems to do in some legal ethics courses (Kelly, 1980: 
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28}. Discussion of one problem after another needs to be relieved with 
a variety of teaching methods. There should also be son: e sense of 
direction in the course, so that students feel t~ey are not simply swal
lowing the whole landscape but ac.tually getting to ~ome place new a 
new way of thinking, of understand lng, or even ot action. 

Most important is the need t!J ~om~ b~ck .to the frameworks to 
evaluate them in the light of Criminal Justice I~Sues. Th~ S~NY-~L
BANY police ethics course often became too Involv~ In discussing 
the detai Is of a practical prob lem, and ran out of time before the 
problem could be attacked with the vari<?us frameworks. Indeed, a 
general shortcoming of the case m~th~d IS that s~udents seek mor~ 
facts, and get distracted by non-ethical Issues (Hastings Center, 1980. 
169-70). Learning from the lesson, I would now be more careful. to 
insure that all the frameworks were aired. Perhaps a good concluSion 
to the course would be to deal with the question of choosing fra~e
works, deciding which framework is the most adequate and appropriate 
for criminal justice. 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION . 
The teaching of ethics is amenable to many d Ifferent meth~ds! as 

a study of methods used in jo~rnalism ethics classes found (Chnstla~s 
and Covert, 1980: 17) : .Iectures, ca~e studies, .small sub-group dl s
cussion, student presentations of their own tOPICS, lec~ures by out
side professionals, in-depth study of a few selected ISSU~S, pa.nels 
(or debates) of op~osing vieyvpoints,. student rep~rts on interviews 
with professionals, films, a~dlo and Video tapes, slides and transpar
encies, lectures by academiCS from. ot~er departments, role plaYIf!g, 
simulation games, novels, plays, cliPPingS, and photographs. While 
using all these methods in a one-term course would proba~ Iy exha~st 
both the students and the instructor, there is much to be said for uSing 
a variety of methods. .' .' Each method provides a different way of experiencing et~lcal Iss':le.s 
and analysis. Many of the non-Iect~re methods call for active particI
pation in a d~cisi0!1 process, .thwartl.n~ the tendency of ma~y students 
to avoid making difficult ethical dec:Slon~. The mor~ dra'.llatlc methods 
help stimulate emotional involyement In the ethl~1 ISSUes, one of 
the major goals suggested earlier, and by preserv!ng I ectures fo~ a 
small percentage of the classes, such as the explanation and ~valuatlon 
of mural frameworks, the impact of each lecture may be Increased. 

The SUNY-Albany police ethics course used three methods beyond 
the relatively rare lecture.s:. decision. scenarios, debate~, an~ small 
group discussions. The decl~lon scenariOS were case stud les With very 
littie information presented In them, for example: 

It is 1 :30 A.M. in a white residential neighborhood. While on routi~e 
patrol you observe a black man, about 30 years of age, dressed In 
dunga~ees and sneakers. Should you stop and ask him for identifi-
cation? . 
The arguments for and against stopping were then considered With 

the four major ethical frameworks. Sometimes the scenarios were tied 
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into the small group discussions with each group assigned a different 
framework. 

The sc€;nari~s w~re well rated in the course evaluation, but not the 
small .grou~ diSCUSSions. The groups failed to develop good leadership 
and dlscu.sslon often flagged. Those who disliked the framework assign~ 
ed to their gr~up found it uncomfortable to use that perspective. 

Our solu!l<?n was to move to a heavy reliance on debate, since 
~eb(~es com:alned both .t~e other methods: focused on decision scenar
los'k t~ere are no CO~dltlons under which police ~fficers should go on 
ftn ~h lor mbl<?re pay}, the small groups held discussions to prepare 
or e pu IC ~nc~unter. To add incentive to the preparation we 

f
Pronhoundce9 .a wlnn Ing team at the end of each debate and gave re~sons 
or t e eCISlon. ' 
h"fhi ~ebates were s!imulatil')g and kept the class focused on the 

et Ica I~sue~. Th~ m~J or req UI rement for winning was to weave the 
substan~lye dlscuss~on Into an .e~hical framework and use it to support 
the POSition. Bu.t since the posltl~n was already assigned, this procedure 
~ay h~ve denl grated th~ ethical fr~meworks, givi ng students the 
Impres~lon that they are ~imply tools Tor argument to be manipulated 
aClordln~ to. a predetermined conc~usion! much like the cases cited in 
a awyer s bnef. That was not our intention but it may have been the 
resu It. ' 
~ better met~o~ fo,~ exercising analytic skills might be the technique 

of . moral neg<?tlatl.on (R.osen an.d Caplan, 1980: 49-50), developed at 
9hlo State U'.llverslty. !hls technique begins by clarifying and specify
Ing. ~ moral Issue (whl c~ ofte~ serves to resolve any differences ot 
~plnlon). T~e next step IS to list all the reasons for each side of the 
Issue, redUCing them to two cond itional statements such as' 

1. If capital punishment: " 
a. fails to deter homicide 
b. tends to reduce respect for hu man life and 
c. violates the dignity of persons then ' 
d. capital punishment is unethic~1. 

2. If capital punishment: 
a. reduces homicide rates, 
b. does not reduce respe(;1 for human life 
c. doe~ not Violate the bodily dignity of Persons then 

" .d. ~a~ltal punishment is justified. ' 
ThiS listing of both facts and principles on which the conclusion 

~ests fo.cuses the points. of disagreement. It is often the case that 
inSUffiCient facts are available for a final decision. But if the facts 
can b~ aS~lJmed through .a "cond itiona~ agreement" for purposes of 
analYSIS, then the analYSIS can move Into the ethical principles at 
stake. It may ~e that students of different views agree on the principles 
and mer~ly disagree on the. facts-or vi~e versa. This method provides 
an effective way to determine very qUickly just what the differences 

E:l may be (see also Rosen's r 1978] Strategies of Ethics). 

" ('j 
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STUDENT EVALUATION The evaluation of student performance in an ethics course and 
student evaluation of the course itself both pose distinctive problems 
related to the goals of the course. The traditional student performance 
measures of classroom observation, papers, and private discussions 
measure moral imagination, the ability to recognize moral issues, the 
development of analytic skills, the sense of moral obligation, and the 
student's stance toward disagreement and ambiguity. The traditional 
measures can probably give some clues, but not as well as they measure 
the retention and comprehension of a defined body of information. If 
it were not for the danger that ethics might not be taken seriously, it 
wou Id be preferable to offer it as a non-graded course (with mandatory 
attendance). Rosen and Caplan (1980: 28-29) suggest three non-traditional meas-
ures of student performance, two of which strike me as too intrusive: 
peer interviews and observation outside the classroom, both to gather 
evidence about how students may have changed in relation to the 
course goals. Gathering this sort of subjective evidence on people 
without careful attention to the nature and motives of the people 
supplying the information is very dangerous, and raises ethical problems 
of its own. The third method, testing the level of individual's moral 
reasoning, may be a poor way to measure the accomplishment of some 
of the ~als, but at Il38st it operates equally on all students with their 
knowledge and implicit consent. 

Student evaluations of pn ethics course (as distinct from evaluating 
the teacher) should probably be an anonymous self-assessment of 
whether the goals described earlier were realized for them as individ
uals. A follow up survey some years later of the same students might 
provide a useful perspective on how long an ethics course can "Iast," 
or how much time must pass before students make the connections to 
real life. Course evaluations should also ask abouti:he apparent value of 
the teaching methods and course organization, thus providing useful 
feedback on the suggestions made earlier. 
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CONCLUSION 

. This monograph can probabl d I" I' . In teaching criminal justice et~ics 0 ~~t ~ to s,tlmulate !aculty Interest 
over the need for such courses' at ' ~st, It may stimulate debate 
the !ew pioneers who venture i~to thi~rst, ~ m~ be ~ helpful gu ide to 
a brief sumn:ary of ,the argument may b~nhelaft I' territory, In any case, 

1, There IS a serious need f t h' P u , ethics of criminal justice. or eac Ing and research on the applied 
2. Courses on those issues b 'I levels and kinds of criminalcJ,~nst' e ,easl y adapted to virtually all 
3 The I f h Ice Issues. . , ,goa s 0 suc courses ought to' I d' , Ima,glna~ion, developing skills in th~nc u e ~tl,mulatlng the ~oral 

ethical Issues elicitin a recogn~tlo~ and analYSIS of 
ability :to toierate-a~d r~~is~e_d! moral obll~atlon, fo~te~ing the 
derstanding the moralit f Isa~ree~ent an~ ambigUity, un
moral competence and Ybe~o c,?erclon" !nteg~atlng technical and 
moral issues in criminology and~~T f~miil~ar ,with the full range of 

4, The scope of ethical issue' mlna Justice. 
students how to deal with \hS ~road, but courses should teach 
is right,for each issue. e Issues generally rather than what 

5. ~ome formal ethical framework" ' SIS of a~y difficult ethical proble~s necessary for a rigorous analy-
6. ProfesSional codes of ethics "d I" ' even greater need for teach' provi e Ittle ~uldance, creating an 
7. ~ny effort to establish an In~ formal ethical fr~meworks, and 

slderation to the unique teaceht'lhnlgC~1 courfse shoh~ld give careful conssues or et ICS. 
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APPENDIX 

ADDRESSES FOR OBTAIN'ING PROFESSIONAL CODES OF 
ETHICS RELEVANTTO CRIMINALJUSTICE 

American Bar Association 
1800. M Street, N .W., Suite 200 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202)331-2200 

American Correctional Association 
4321 Hartwick Rd. 
College Park, Md. 
(301 )864-1070 

American Politioal Science Association 
1527.New Hampshire Ave. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 
(202)483-2512 

American Psyhological Association 
1200 17th Ave. N .W. 

, Washington, D.C. 
(202) 296-3224 

American Sociological Association 
1722 N Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 883-341 0 

International Association of Chiefs of Police 
11 Firstfield Rd. 
Gaithersburg, Md. 
(301 )948-0922 

National Association of Social Workers 
1425 H Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20006 
(202)628-6800 

National Conference of Christians and Jews 
2041 Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave., S. E. 
Washington, D. C. 
(202)678-9400 
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